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The purpose of these notes is to outline a theory of higher type recursion (actually just type 2) for
in�nite time Turing machines (ittm's) in the manner of Kleene from the late 1950's and early 1960's,
in particular where he used (ordinary) Turing machines arranged on wellfounded trees to present
computations and their subcomputations (see [9],[10]). Since the advent of the ittm model in [5] it
was perhaps clear that something like this could be done, but without anyone putting the shoulder
to the wheel. (What I do not mean here, is the computation on elements of Cantor space, with an
oracle some A � 2N that was also outlined in [5]. Although, to state the obvious, ittm's allow for
computation using reals (identi�ed with elements of Cantor space), that simple recursive model does
not have the Kleenean feature of calling subcomputations, which enabled him to build up a model of
recursion using Turing machines that, for example showed that the Kleene-decidable sets coincided
with the�1

1: we want to also build a model that equally goes beyond the basic oracle machine.)
We outline a theoryof this generalised type-2 ittm recursion here. A numberof choicesweremade

as to what features the model should have, and no doubt there are variations. A typical oracle in this
theory is then a total type-2 functional I: k!� l(!2)!! - just as for Kleene type-2 recursion, and
we develop the theory of recursive-in-I functions fegI: k!� l(!2)!! as exempli�ed by a machine
architecture Pe

I(m;x)with e thought of as an index of a program - as always a �nite ordinary Turing
programme, but enhanced with a query call instruction initiating subcomputations as Kleene did.

Once the model is de�ned, the question of its properties arises. For Kleene recursion the exis-
tential quanti�er 2E played a crucial role, and the theory was developed often with the stipulation
that `normal' fumctionals should be candidates for oracles, i.e. that an oracle I was normal, if 2E was
itself Kleene recursive in I. We use E= 2E here also as a `base' oracle for our arguments, although
here its role is rather trivial. Any `suitable' functional (as de�ned below) would do.

One immediately wants to ask: what are the semi-decidable sets? What is the `E-halting
problem'?

H = fej fegE(e)#g.

The analogue of !1
ck=!1

E;ck - the least ordinal not the order type of a (Kleene) recursive (in E)
wellordering of !, is here �0

E, the least ordinal not the order type of a wellordering of ! which is
generalised ittm recursive in E. It turns out that this is a rather large countable ordinal.

In�nite Time Turing Machine theory has developed since its inception in [5] and there have been
many ingenious ways of expanding its role to de�ne `computable' concepts. It was clear from [5] that
the model could produce codes for some initial segment of the L�-hierarchy. One generalisation was
due to Peter Koepke and simply extends the tape to have length On; [12]. This produces codes for
any L� - given a mark for the ordinal � on its tape. Thus a satisfaction relation for (L;2) could be
so computable, whilst the original ITTM'swere limited to doing this for an initial segment of true!1.
There had been the hope that such devices could give, when not new proofs of �ne structural results
of Jensen, such as say the � principle, at least new insight into the �ne-structure of L. However
this seems not really to be the case: the �2-nature of the liminf rule used for cell update at limit
stages works against the very �1, or even �0 method of skolem hulls used in �ne-structural proofs.
So although �-recursion theory can be somewhat reformulated as �-length tape ittm models no new
deeper �ne-structural insights seemed to be forthcoming.
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However the author has for some while had the thought that the strength of ittm theory was
either exactly, or at least close to, being lined up with that of �3

0-Determinacy. (The reasons for this
insight are a little di�cult to state just here.) If this were to be so, it would be a characterisation of
this classical descriptive set theoretic property by means of this generalised machine theory: it would
be the occasion of a true application of ittm-theory to classical DST, and as far as we are aware, it
would be the �rst such.

This can be realised as follows:

Theorem 1. Let U be a complete a�30-set. Then H �1 U, that is, the halting set is recursively
isomorphic to a complete a�30-set of integers.

That is to say, if the �3
0 sets of reals are (ordinarily) recursively listed as say A0; A1;:::; An; :::,

then there is a pencil and paper algorithm f given an element k 2 H to calculate an f(k) so that
Player I has a winning strategy in Af(k) and vice versa. That is, f : ! ¡! ! is an ordinary Turing
computable b¼ection and we thus have, given H; a complete listing of those games in which I wins,
and conversely from such a listing we can retrieve H using the inverse of f . ThusH and a a�30-set
are (ordinarily) recursively isomorphic. A further analogy with !1

ck and �1
0-Determinacy emerges:

just as strategies for Player I in �1
0-games appear all the way up to stage L!1ck in the L-hierarchy,

so strategies for Player I in �3
0-games appear all the way up to stage L�0E, thus giving a second

characterisation of what �0
E �is�.

Theorem 2. IfA is a�3
0(x) set so that the gameG(A) is won by Player I, then there is a generalised-

ittm-recursively computable (in x) winning strategy � for I. That is, for some index e dependent on
the de�nition of A, but not x, fegE(x)#�.

The notes that follow are intended to be an introduction to this generalised type-2 ittm recursion.

1 In�nite Time Turing Machines

1.1 Basic Construction

The Turing programmes are enumerated as hPej e 2 !i with `indices' e. We suppose the pro-
gramme is listed as a �nite list of instructions I0; :::; Ik. The current instruction number at time
�+1, I(�+1), and its R/W action etc.is determined by the programme in the usual Turing way.

At limit times� we use Liminf behaviour. If the cells of the machine are enumerated hCij i2!i
with values at time � denoted by hCi(�)j i2!i then we set at limit time �:

Ci(�)= 1()9�<�8� <�(�< �¡!Ci(�)= 1) ;
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Thus, if the value if theCi(�) alternates 0/1 co�nally often in some limit ordinal � then Ci(�)=
0. The current instruction number I(�) at a limit time � is Liminf�¡!�I(�). �OT� abbreviatse
�output tape�.

De�nition 1.1. We say Pe(x) is convergent and write
Pe(x)# if 9�(the OT of Pe(x) remains constant after time � ).

If the contents of that OT is the real y we write Pe(x)#y. If we wish to indicate the time � at
which this occurs, we write Pe(x)#� y. It is divergent otherwise, and we write Pe(x)".

A synonym for convergence is being �eventually settled�. The machine may not formerly halt,
but it makes no further changes to the OT. We treat formal machine halting as a special kind of
convergence.

De�nition 1.2. The snapshot at time or stage � is s�= s�(e; x) of Pe(x) is a sequence consisting of
the current instruction number I(�) about to be performed, an integer R(�) representing the position
of the R/W head, and an !-sequence of 0/1 representing the cell contents at time �: hCk(�)jk<!i.

We note the following:

Observation: a course of computation of some Pe(x) with input x2 2N is absolute to L[x] and can

be de�ned by a �1-recursion so that hs�j � < �i 2 �1
J�[xg with the snapshot s� at stage � being

�2
J�[x].

De�nition 1.3. An ordinal � is called �2-extendible if there is � > � with L���2L�: We call (�; �)
a (�2)-extendible pair. The least such pair is usually written (� ;�).

Remark: For the least pair (� ;�), L� is the unique such end extension. Such a � is always a �2-
admissible, and is a limit of such; � is also a limit of such, but need not be itself (�1-)admissible.

Exercise 1.1. Verify all of the last Remark. [Hint: Argue that �2-Collection holding in L� follows from its �2-
extendibility. To show that, e.g., � is not admissible, consider T�2 =df �2-Th(L�) 2 L�+1. By extendibility,
T =df T�

2=T�
2. Let�0= � and�n>�n¡1 be least withT \n=T�n2 \n (where we thinkof sentences as recursively

coded by integers).]

Remark: The notion easily relativises: we say that � is x-extendible if there is � > � with
L�[x]��2L�[x] and so forth.

By the Observation we have:

Lemma 1.4. Pe(n) has identical snapshots at times �, �: s�= s�.

Having identical snapshots is close to be being forever looping.

De�nition 1.5. We shall say that a computation such as Pe(x) `exhibits �nal looping behaviour' (`at
stage �', or `by stage � '), if there are stages or times � <�(��) with (a) identical snapshots at � and
�, and moreover (b) no cell that had a stable value at time � changes that value in the interval (�; �).
We say thecomputation `has entered a repeating loop' at timeor stage� if ��� for sucha pair (�;�).

1.2 The Theory MachineTM
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We sketch a presentation of the �Theory Machine� of [2]. We assume familiarity with the J�-
hierarchy (those not so familiar with this can pretty much read �L�� for �J�� throughout with little
distortion of the truth; recall that in any case if �=! �� then L�= J�).

De�nition 1.6. Let S�
n=dff� <�j J���nJ�g[ f0g.

Note 1.7. (i) A � 2S�1 we shall say is ��1-stable in ��.
(ii) If S�

1 is unbounded in � we say that � is non-�1-projectible, and in �ne structural termi-
nology ���

1 =��. One may reason that S�
1 2�1

J�.
(iii) We use the observation that if � is a �2-sentence, then for � 2 S�1, that J� � �) J� � �

(since if ��9u (u) with  2�1, if u02 J� �  [u0] then by upwards persistence of �1 sentences
J��  [u0]).

(iv) We recall the existence of a uniform (in �) �1-de�nable skolem function h1, so that when
h�
1 is this function de�ned in J� then for anyA�J�, thenh�

1�!� (A[f?g) is the least�1-skolem
hull containing A in J�. We write often h� for h�

1 . Thus h��!�A��1 J�. In particular if �<�0

then h��h�0.
(v) We also have that if �=maxS�1 then (a) h�

1�!� �+1=J�; and (b) ifJ���� is countable�
then h�

1�! � f�g = J�. ((b) follows from (a), since then there is an onto function f 2 J�, f :
!¡! �, with f �1 de�nable in J� from the parameter �; i.e. f 2 h�1�!�f�g).

De�nition 1.8. (i) Let T�
n=dffp�q2!j� is �2^ J���g ;

(ii) T� =dffp�q2! j � is �2 ^ 9� <�8� 2 (�; �)� 2T�2g.

Then T� is the set of �2-sentences that are `eventually true' below �. Two preliminary lemmas
are needed before describing the ittm theory machine.

Lemma 1.9. There is an (ordinary) Turing recursive function f :!�!¡!!, so given by an index
e, so that for any Lim(�) satisfying J� � �Every set x is countable�, if we set T = T� then T�

2 is
uniformly r.e. in T, via f, that is p�q2T�2 !9if(i; p�q)2T.

Proof: Let ��9u (u) with  2�1. We
Claim: � 2T�2 !9i[9�08� 2 (�0; �)

J� � �9� 2S�1
¡
(�)J�_ (h�(i; �)#^  [h�(i; �)]J�)

�
�
�

Note �rst that the expression in quotationmarks on the right hand side, ��(i) say, here is, if true, a
member of T�

2, being�2
J� in i. We thus shall have�2T�2$9ip��(i)q2T and the Lemma is proven.

Proof: of Claim.
Case 1. S�

1 is unbounded in �.
Suppose the left hand side holds of �. Suppose  (u0)J� holds for u0.Then for some su�ciently

large � 2S�1, u02 J�, and then  (u0)
J�. But � 2 S�1¡! � 2S�1 for any � > �; consequently the

�rst disjunct of the right hand side holds. For the converse direction, �x the given i. By the Case
hypothesis we can assume that � itself is inS�

1. But then if the �rst disjunct holds, if (�)J� and �2S�1
then � 2 S�1 and thence (�)J�. If the second disjunct holds for the supposed i  [h�(i; �)]J� holds
for the same reasons.

Case 2 �0=dfmaxS�
1<� exists.

By the bullet points above every x 2 J� is of the form h�(i; �0). Again suppose the left hand
side holds of � and  (u0)J� holds for u0. In particular now u0=h�(i; �0) for some i. Let �0� �0
be su�ciently large so that (h�0(i; �)#)

J�0 and thence, by the fact of  being�1, ( [h�0(i; �)])
J�0.

By the upwards persistence of �1 formulae in the �rst case and downwards persisitence of  in the
second case, these will hold in all larger J� for � � � replacing �0. But now the second disjunct of
the right hand side holds.
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Conversely suppose the right hand side holds. Let i be as supposed. By the maximality of �0
for unboundedly many � 0 2 (�0; �) some new �1-sentence about �0 becomes true �rst in J� 0+1.
Pick such a � = � 0+1 of this form. Such a � ensures that S�

1=S�
1 and thence maxS�1= �0 too. So

suppose the �rst disjunct holds for such a successor � . Then if (�)J� holds for a � 2 S�1 = S�
1 we

shall have (�)J� and we are done. Thus we now suppose the �rst disjunct fails for � of this form;
pick any such � , then the second disjunct holds as witnessed by a � 2S�1.

Then if � < �0 then (9y(y=h�(i; �)))J� implies (9y(y=h�0(i; �)))
J�0 by the uniformity of

the de�nition of the �1-skolem function h, and the fact of �02S�1. But then
¡
h�0(i; �)#^  [h�0(i;

�)]J�0
�
. But this entails that the �rst conjunct holds for � , which we are assuming does not happen.

Hence we must have � = �0. However then  [h�(i; �0)]J� for any � of this form, and so for
such � arbitrarily large below �. By the upwards persistence of h(i; �0) for  2 [� ; �] we have
 [h�(i; �0)]

J� and hence �J�. QED

Lemma 1.10. Let � be the least �2-extendible ordinal and let � be its extension: L���2L�.

(i) There is a uniform procedure ittm-recursive in T�
2 in ! steps, for any �<� , for computing a

real x� which is a code for the structure hJ�;2i:

(ii) There is thus a partial onto function f 2�2
J�, f :!� J�.

(�Uniform� here means the procedure is independent of �.) See [2].

Proof: (Sketch) (i) It su�ces to note that there is a uniform�2-skolem functionh=h�
2 with domain

a subset of !�! which is onto J� for those �<� (it is not uniform for all�2On). Granting this
we can de�ne hi;niv hj;mi i�h(i;n)=h(j;m) and hi;niE hj;mi i�h(i;n)2h(j;m). Both�
andE are (ordinary) recursive in T�

2. Then h[hi; ni]v;Ei'hJ�;2i. (ii) For i; n let�:!�! !!
be a recursive pairing function, and then set f(�(i; n))=h(i; n). QED

Lemma 1.11. There is an ittm programme Pe = TM which does not converge, but continuously
produces alternately codes x� for levelsJ� and their �2-theories T�

2 for �<�. At stage� asT�
2=T�

2

TM loops back and reproduces the code x� and continues this process thereafter repeating codes and
theories for �2 [� ;�):

Proof: We describe the e�ective procedure to be formalised. The input to TM is presumed to be
zero. We let h'nin2! be an e�ective enumeration of the sentences of L2. We use the J-hierarchy
to avail ourselves of uniform �2-Skolem functions. This is not terribly important, but using the L-
hierarchy is a bit more awkward. Recall that if ! ��=� then J�=L�. On the output tape a theory
T is written with 'n 2 T i� the n'th cell contains a 1. In the �rst !2+ ! � 2 stages TM writes the
code of J1=L!=HF and its�0-diagram to two reserved tapes, and its�2-theory to the output tape
(ot). (It takes less than this, but it keeps the induction bookkeeping straight.) We assume inductively
that at time !2 ��+! � 2 the ot contains the theory T�

2 of hJ�;2i and the reserved tapes again the
�0-diagram of J�, d�, and a code for J�. With the theory T�

2 of J� TM can construct a code x�+1
for J�+1 in!2 additional steps together with its�0-diagram d�+1 (see Exercise). We are are now at
stage !2 ��+! �2+!2. In an additional! �2 stepsT�+1

2 is calculated from d�+1 and written to OT
as follows. This will take us to stage !2 � (�+1)+! �2. (This all takes some routine work to make
clear, but essentially once we have T�

0 then T�
n+1 is r.e. in T�

n, and so in particular T�
n+1�T (T�n)0.

Each jump can be written out by an ittm in!-steps (in fact the double jump can be so written, but we
can ignore that), thus requiring ! � 2 steps to write out the two jumps and thus obtain the complete
theory T�

2:)
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Of course we do this writing simply by changing the cells one by one according to what has
appeared or disappeared passing from T�

2 to T�+1
2 . If 'n is in both theories, then the 1 in the n'th

cell is not changed to a 0 and then back again to a 1. By this method of writing, at a limit stage
!2 � � for Lim(�), T� is on the ot, and thus the true T�

2 is r.e. in the ot, by the �rst lemma. Hence
in ! further steps it can then write the correct T�

2 to the ot, thus by stage !2 ��+!, and then by the
last lemma the code x� for J� on the scratch tape by stage !2 ��+!+!. A code for J�+1 and the
diagram d�+1 is written by stage !2 � (�+1), and T�+1

2 by !2 � (�+1)+! � 2. QED

Exercise 1.2. Use the de�nition of the J�-hierarchy using rudimentary closure, and �ll in the details that a code for
J�+1 can be written in !2 steps from a code for J� simultaneously with its �0-diagram. Use the fact that J�+1 =
rud(J�), and that there are 16 rudimentary basis functions under whose closure we can generate rud(J�). Having
the�2-theory, means we have the graph of h�2 and so in e�ect, a partial onto map f :!¡!J� with �f(n)2 f(m)�
etc. recursive in T�2 : [There are quite a lot of details here: assume we have a copy of x� written on the Evens: h2n;
2mi2Ex� ! f(n)2 f(m). Use the Odds as a space to build up the rudimentary closure of J�[fJ�g, by!many
passes through the basis functions applied to whatever has been created so far. This creates the domain of J�+1. On
another reserved tape simultaneously write the �0-diagram of the sets being created. To do this use the fact that for
any�0 '(v0; :::vn) there is a rudimentary function F' (thus a combination of basis functions) so that '[x0; :::xn]
i� F'(x0; :::xn)=/ 0 .]

Exercise 1.3. (Lengthy but routine.) Adapt the above to show that there is an L-Theory Machine which works on the
L rather than the J -hierarchy. [The problem with the L-hierarchy is that it is not closed under some basic operations
such as Kuratowski-pairing as Boolos, Jensen et al.noticed and Jensen removedwith the J -hierarchy. Boolos showed
1.1, that there are�n-skolem functions for anyL� de�nable independentof��!, using uniformly de�nablewellorders
of each L�, as well as a sentence �, so that for any transitive set (M;E)��()9�((M;E)= (L�;2)): Lemma
1.10 holds verbatim for L� when Lim(�) (indeed in Jensen's terms, for Lim(�) L� is rudimentarily closed). By
Boolos, there is some 2 �m < ! so that for successor � there is still a uniform process in ! steps for producing a
code x� forL� but now recursive in T�m , for�<� (potentially 2<m as Boolos's skolem functions for �2 formulae
are �m-de�nable, and we have only that there is a �m

L�f : ! ¡! L�, onto). Show that Lemma 1.11 still holds for
T�
m theories. Now assume inductively that at time !2 ��+! �m the ot contains the theory T�m of hL�;2i and the

reserved tapes again the �0-diagram of L�, d�, and a code for L�. Next adapt the last Exercise to show that from
a code for L� and its �0-diagram we can still write a code for L�+1 in !2 steps, here using a �xed enumeration of
the formulae with one free variable 'k(v0) say, we may in !-steps enumerate the set 'k de�nes over L�. With k
increasing we may after!2 steps construct a code as required, noting that we keep within the same number of ordinals

steps. At limit stages we still have T�
2 and all is as before.]

Corollary 1.12. For any e, any real that appears at some stageon theoutput tape of Pe(0) is recursive
in some T�

2 for an �<�, and thus is in L�. Conversely for any real y of L� there is an index e with
y appearing on the OT of Pe(0) at some stage (which perforce must be <�).

Proof: Any course of computation of a Pe(0) is absolute toL� (=J�), with any snapshot at time s�
being de�nable over L� (hs�j � <�i is de�ned by a �1-recursion over L�). Consequently the cell
contents at stage � are recorded by a certain recursive subset of the theory T�

2. Conversely if y2L�
then y is (ordinary) Turing recursive in a code x� for some � < �: for some f 2 !; y = ff gx�.
Given f it is easy to amend TM so that the results of ff gx� are instead continuously written to the
OT for increasing �. QED

Similar reasoning yields:

Corollary 1.13. For any e, if Pe(0)#y, then y is recursive in some T�
2 for an � < �, and thus is in

L�. Conversely for any real y of L� there is an index e with y Pe(0)#� y at some stage �< �.

Exercise 1.4. If � is admissible, show that T�=T�
2. Consequently at time � the theory T�

2 for J�(=L�) is on the ot.

De�nition 1.14. Let �< � be least so that L���1L�.

1.1. Boolos �On the Semantics of the Constructible Levels� , Zeitschrift fuer Mathematische Logik, 1970, vol.16,139-148.
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Lemma 1.15. For any Pe(0), if this computation formally halts at time �, then � < �. Conversely
there are unbounded in � ordinals � for which there is such an e with Pe(0) halting at time �.

Proof: By considering the �2-recursion in L� that yields the snapshots s�, that s� is a halting
snapshot of Pe(0) is then a �1 sentence in T�+1

1 which is true in L� but �rst true at L�+1. By
de�nition of � then � <�. Conversely there are unbounded in � levels L� of the L-hierarchy where
a new �1 sentence �� becomes true. (There could not be a bound �0 < � for such � as then we
should have L�0��1L�.) However then we could run a program that itself runs TM and halts when
it �nds that �� 2 T�2. This it can do by stage !2� (� + !) <� for example, as � is p.r. closed (in
fact admissible). QED

Exercise 1.5. Amend the last program so that if � < � then there is a program Pe(0) which halts with a code for a
wellordering of type � on its OT. Such a � is then �ittm-writable�.

As a corollary to the above we have:

Theorem 1.16. (The ��-�-�� Theorem [15]) Let � be the least �2-extendible ordinal, with L� the
unique �2 end-extension of L�. Let � be as in Def. 1.14. Then we have that:

(i) (�,�,�) is the lexicographic least triple with L���1L���2L� ;
(ii) �= sup f � j � is the halting time of some Pe(0)g

= supf� j� =kyk is the length of some ordinal code y output by a halting program Pe(0)g.
(iii) � = sup f � j � is the convergence time of some Pe(0)g

=sup f � j � = kykwhere 9e Pe(0)#yg.
(iv)�= supf � j � = kyk where 9e with y appearing on the OT of Pe(0) at some stage � <�g:

� In the literature an ordinal is �clockable� if it is the halting time of some Pe(0). We thus have
in (ii), using Ex.1, that all �clockables are writables�. The ordinals � (or reals y) in (iv) are called
�accidental�, and those in (iii) �eventually writable�. See, e.g.[16].

1.3 In�nite Time Jump operator

De�nition 1.17. (The in�nite time jump iJ)
(i) We write feg(m; x)# if the e'th ittm-computable function with input m; x has a �xed output
c2 2N, in which case we write feg(m;x)= c.
(ii) We then de�ne iJ by:

iJ(e;m;x)=

�
1 if feg(m;x) # ;
0 otherwise (for which we write feg(m;x)" ):

iJ(y)= y if y is not of the form he;m;xi.

The functional iJ then is the counterpart of the standard tm operator oJ.

De�nition 1.18. For x a real, the complete (ordinary) ittm-semirecursive-in-x set, denoted by x~ is
the set of integers fej feg(e; x)#g.

Exercise 1.6. It is a consequence of the (relativized to x) �-�-�-Theorem above that x~ is recursively isomorphic to
the complete�2-Theory of L�x[x]. Show this.

2 Generalised type-2 ittm-recursion

2.1 Generalised ittm-recursion in a type 2 functional I
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In the Kleenean recursion in type-2 functionals, in [9],[10] (building up an equivalent approach
to [8] and [11]) a successful computation (meaning one with output) could be e�ected by imagining
tm's placed at nodes on a wellfounded tree, with computations proceeding at nodes that make com-
putation calls to a lower node, seeking the value of some x(k) say. The computation time at each
node, regarding each call to a lower node as being just one step in the computation of the calling
node, is then �nite. (For otherwise the computation at the node is never completed and the whole
overall computation will fail.) An overall computation may also fail by instituting a series of calls
to subcomputations that form an in�nite descending path in the tree. In such cases the machines on
the path all hang after �nitely many steps, all waiting for data to be passed up from the immediate
subcomputation it has called.

In the ittm case we may again conceive of an overall or master ittm computation taking place at
the top level; such a computation may take in�nitely many steps in time, and will be considered as
successful if the output tape is �xed from some point in time onwards. The master computation may
make queries of a type-2 functional I in which the computation is considered ittm-recursive. It may
call subcomputations of exactly the same type: ittm's with the capability to make oracle queries of I.

We give a more detailed description of this as a representation in terms of underlying ittm's.
fegI(m; x) will represent the e'th program in the usual format, say transition tables, but designed
with appeal to oracle calls possible. We are thus considering computations of a partial function
fegI: k!� l(!2)!!. Such a computation has potentially computation time, or stages, unbounded
in the ordinals.

The computation of Pe
I(m;x) proceeds in the usual ittm-fashion, working as a tm at successor

ordinals and taking liminf 's of cell values etc. at limit ordinals. At a time� an oracle query may be
initiated. We may conventionally �x that the real number subject to query is that in�nite string on the
even numbered cells of the scratch type. If this string is (f ; m; y0; y1 :::; ) then setting y= y0; y1 ;

:::, the query or oracle call which we shall denote QI(f ;m; y) is the question: ?What is I(z) where
Pf

I (m; y)#z ? and at stage �+1 receives the value I(z). If it is not the case that Pf
I (m; y)# z for

any z, i.e., it fails to have a �xed output, then there is no z to which I can be applied, and the overall
computation fails. (We could try to stay closer to theKleenean setting,where a tree branches in�nitely
often downwards, to potentially compute some z2!!, via z(0); z(1); ::: in turn, and then can ask for
I(z). There, if any one of the single computations z(k) failed, then the query to I did not take place,
and the overall computation failed. But one thing we havewith ittm computation is plenty of time, so
we can, and do, amalgamate the individual computations z(k) as simply one computation of all of z.)

We can determine its e�ect as follows via an inductive operator I. Just as the Kleene equational
calculus can be seen to build up in an inductive fashion a set of indices and equational strings 
[I]
for successful computations recursive in I (see Hinman [6], pp. 259-261), so we can de�ne the �xed
point of a monotone operator I= I I on (!�!<!� (!!)<!)�!! which will give us the successful
ittm-computations recursive in I. (We blur distinctions betweenCantor and Baire space. Note that we
have de�ned the outputs here as reals in Baire space, rather than just integers in ! which the notion
of a Type-2 functional would seem to require. However with ittm's, just as in the comment above,
to compute a z 2!! is just to compute the sequence z(0); z(1); ::: which we can do here, and may
consider the characteristic function of the graph of z as an element of Cantor space. So by doing this
we simply acknowledge that fact of life for ittm's.

De�nition 2.1. We set I(X)= :

fhhe;m;xi; zijPeX(m;x)#z is an ittm-computation making only oracle calls
QX(e0;m0;x0) and receiving back I(z 0) whereX(he0;m0;x0i)= z 0 g:

As this is monotone, we may let
I0=?; I<�=

S
�<� I

� & I�= I(I<�) in the usual way, and reach a least �xed point I1.
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De�nition 2.2. The rank of a de�ned computation, �I(hhe; m; xi; zi) is the least �, if it exists,
such that hhe;m; xi; zi 2 I�. We often abbreviate this as �I(e;m; x) with the z understood but
unspeci�ed.

Then:

Theorem 2.3. (The feg'th function partial generalised-ittm-recursive in I) Using I1:
fegI(m;x) is de�ned, or convergent, with output z i� I1(he;m;xi)= z.
In which case we set fegI(m;x)= z or write fegI(m;x)#z. Otherwise it is unde�ned: fegI is

generalised-ittm-recursive in I if it is partial generalised-ittm-recursive in I and total.

De�nition 2.4. For functionals I, J we say I� J (� I is (ittm-generalised) partial recursive in J�) if
there is e2N so that I= fegJ. We write I� J if both I� J and J� I hold.

The functional I is recursive in J if it is partial recursive in J and total. A relation R is recursive
in J if the characteristic function KR is recursive in J.

(ii) A relation R is semi-recursive in J if it is the domain of a function partial recursive in J.

Exercise 2.1. Show that R is recursive in I i� both R and its complement is semi-recursive in I.

Exercise 2.2. Show that the class of relations semi-recursive in a functional I is closed under both universal and
existential number quanti�cation 8! and 9!, and in particular under \ and [:

De�nition 2.5. The (top-level) length of a computation Pe
I(m; x) in a type-2 oracle I is the least

�0 = �0
hI;e;m;xi (when de�ned) so that the snapshot at time �0 of Pe

I(m; x) is the repeat of some

earlier snapshot �0= �0
hI;e;m;xi

<�0, and so that the snapshot at �0 recurs unboundedly in On.

Again, byan easy Loewenheim-Skolemargument, the ordinal �0 is countable. Thus the snapshots
of the cell distributions in (�0; �0] form the �nal loop which in�nitely repeats thereafter. Actually
this top-level length is of less interest than the overall length of the computation - to be de�ned below.
Both of these will be unde�ned if the computation tree describing Pe

I(m;x) is illfounded. We give
here a more detailed description of these trees.

Continuing the discussion above, the ff gI 'th function on inputm; y say, has the opportunity to
make oracle calls, and we shall thus have a tree representation of calls made. We wish to represent
the overall order of how such calls are made, and indeed the ordinal times of the various parts of the
computation as it proceeds.

Computation trees T=TI(e;m; x)

Overall we have a `linear' mode of evaluation of the computation tree - also called a tree of
subcomputations. In particular we should like to keep track of an overall length of computation. This
overall length will be the length not of the top node only, (which we may think of as the `master
computation', and receives its replies to oracle queries immediately in one step only) but as of the
whole computation when the lengths of the computations at lower nodes of the tree, whichwe regard
as actually performing the sub-computations of the form Pf

I (y)#z in order to obtain I(z), are then
also taken into consideration. It will rapidly be seen that the structure of the tree T=TI(e;m;x) of
a convergent computationPe

I(m;x)#z re�ects howsubcomputations arrive into the �xed point of the
induction Def. 2.1, and thus the rank of this wellfounded tree will be the ordinal �I(hhe;m;x; zi

�
:

Thus although the computation is most easily represented by a tree, wemay think of the computation
as a linear process as we visit each node of the tree in turn.
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We therefore make the following conventions. During the calculation of fegI(m; x) the initial
calculation takes place at the topmost node �0 which we declare to be at Level 0, in our computation
tree T= TI(e; m; x). (We set e0= e; n0=m; y0= x and pretend that this computation and all
the oracle calls below are only for single number and real variable, merely for ease of presentation.)
Let us suppose the �rst instruction for an oracle query concerning fe1gI(n1; y1) is actioned at stage
�0. The tree T will then have a node �1 below �0, labelled with he1; n1; y1i and we declare the
computation fe1gI(n1; y1) to be performed at this Level 1. Thus `control' of the overall process is
de�ned to be at the level of the node �1 at stage �0+1. The `time' for this sub-computation, starting
thus at �0+1of course starts locally at its `t=0' - although each stage is also thought of as one more
step in the overall length of the computation above: namely of fegI(m;x). Suppose fe1gI(n1; y1)
makes no further oracle calls and the least stage at which it exhibits looping behaviour, according to
Def. 1.5 is �1. If there is a settled output of fe1gI(n1; y1), z say, then the correct value I(z) is then
passed back up to Level 0 at the next stage, that is �0+1 but only in terms of the stages of computation
at the top level, and the master computation proceeds to its next step at this Level 0.

However we deem that �0 + 1 + �1 + 1 steps have occurred so far towards the �nal overall
length, orH =H(e;m;x) of the calculation, that is, of what will be fegI(m;x) if it is successful.
To be clear: at stages � 2 ( �0+1+ �1] the computation is at �1, whilst in the interval [0; �0] and at
�0+1+�1+1 it is at �0.

However if fe1gI(n1; y1) itself has made an oracle query, let us suppose the �rst such was
?QI(e2; n2; y2)?, then a new node �2 is placed below �1 labelled with he2; n2; y2i (the label is also
part of T). If this piece of computation at �2 is successful, that it has settled output z 0 say, and if we
suppose it made no oracle calls, and took �2 steps to exhibit looping behaviour, then the value I(z 0)
is passed back up to �1; lastly the overall length of fe2gI(n2; y2) is �2 and then those �2 steps will
have to be added to the overall length of calculation for fegI(m;x), being added as they are, to the
top-level length of fe1gI(n1; y1).

If the computation fegI(m;x) is de�ned thenwe shall have as its computation tree T=T(e;m;
x) a �nite path tree (with potentially in�nite branching) and some countable rank. T will be labelled
with nodes f��g�<�(T) that are visited by the computation in increasing order (with backtracking up
the tree of the kind indicated). Thus �� is �rst visited only after all �� have been visited for � < �.
(This is the sense in which the computation can be considered as linear after all.) The �'th oracle call
to Level k will generate a node we picture as placed to the right of those so far at Level k (meaning
to the right of those with lesser indices � < � at that level). When a subcomputation at a node
successfully �nishes, then control of the overall computation is envisaged as passing one level up to
the node immediately above. As the computation progresses it traverses the tree in the order of the
indices on the nodes just described. We could say that `control' of the process is at a node �� (or is
at a level) at time t in the overall length, if the current sub-computation is running at the node (or at
a node at that level) at that time t. (See the next de�nition.)

The tree will thus have a linear leftmost branch, before any branching occurs. Further, for a well-
founded tree we may de�ne the overall length function H = H(I; e;m; x) as above, formally by
recursion on the rank of nodes as the length of the computation.

De�nition 2.6. (The overall length function) H = H(I; e; m; x) is de�ned by recursion on the

rank �I(e;m; x). Let �0 = �0
hI;e;m;xi and suppose that fegI(m; x) makes sub-computation calls

fe�gI(n�; y�) at times ��<�0 for � < ���0. Then

H(I; e;m;x)=df
P

�<� ((��¡ supf��j �<�g)+1+H(I; e�;n�; y�))+(�0¡ supf��j �<�g):

ThenH gives simply the total ordinal length of the whole computation together with its subcom-
putations as if laid out in a linear fashion.
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De�nition 2.7. (i) The level of a node �� is the length of the path in the tree from �0 to ��.
(ii) By Level n we accordingly mean the set of nodes in the tree with level n.
(iii) The node of the computation fegI(m; x) at time � < H(I; e; m; x), denoted
�(�)= �(I; e; (m;x); �), is the node �� at which the overall computation is being performed at time
�, and has label he�(�);m�(�);x�(�)i. The level �(�)=�(I; e; (m;x); �) is the level of �(�).

(iv) The current snapshot at time�<H(I; e;m;x) is denoted hI(�);R(�); hCi
�(�)

(�)j i<!ii, and
equals the snapshot hI(��); R(��); hCi(��)j i < !ii of the sub-computation fe�(�)g(m�(�); x�(�)),
where ��=�¡ ��(�), and which was initiated at the overall time ��(�).

If I=E (see Def. 2.11 below) it can be omitted.

Thus for a de�ned (or `successful') computation, at any time the level is a �nite number (`depth'
would have been an equally good choice of word). An unde�ned, or failed , or unsuccessful, compu-
tation is one in which a sub-computation call resulting in a calculation at some node fails to produce
an output z (and so no value I(z) can be returned to the level above) either (a) because some sub-
computation produced no convergent output or (b)T(I; e;m;x) is illfounded (with a rightmost path
of order type then !); or else (c) the topmost computation itself fails to have convergent output, i.e.
to have a stable output tape. In (iv) the current snapshot is thus the snapshot of the machine that is
running at time � (thus computing fe�(�)g(m�(�);x�(�))). This machine started running when it's
local time was t=0 of course, but in the overall picture of things, it starts at time ��(�), and�� simply
gives how many steps it has run at overall time �.

The following lemma incorporates level and cell value facts from the description of the trees and
how control passes from level to level just given. The point to notice, e.g. in (i), is if a computation
at a node �(�) locally reaches its �rst repeating point �� say, then control is immediately passed back
to one level above; thus � and � is decreased. So the liminf in question in (i) for � is over levels of
computation at the current level or below in the tree, and thus cannot contribute unboundedly in �
smaller integers to the liminf. Similar considerations justify that �(�) = liminf�!��(I; e; (m;x);
�): any subcomputation calls are to nodes with higher nodal index: to �(�) greater than what will
be �(�) on a tail of � below �.

Lemma 2.8. Let Lim(�). The computation fegI(m;x), if not divergent by stage �, satis�es:
(i) �(�)= �(I; e; (m;x); �)= liminf�!��(I; e; (m;x); �);
and so: �(�)=�(I; e; (m;x); �)= liminf�!��(I; e; (m;x); �)

(ii) If � = �(I; e; (m; x); �), and if fe�gI(m� ; x�) is the subcomputation at Level k =�(�),
currently being run at stage �, then if hCi�j i < !i are the cell values of this subcomputation, then

Ci
�(�)= liminf�!�;�(�)=�Ci

�(�)
(�).

Exercise 2.3. Find an index e1 so that fe1gI(0)# in<! steps (at the top level) for any I, butH(e1; 0; 0)� �.

Exercise 2.4. Find an index e2 so that fe2gI(0)" (for any I).

Usual methods prove an Sm
n -Theorem and more particularly:

Theorem 2.9. (The generalised ITTM-Recursion Theorem) If F (e;m;x) is ittm-recursive in I,
there is e02! so that

fe0gI(m;x)=F (e0;m;x):

Lemma 2.10. The computation fegI(m;x) is absolute to L[I;x]. In the above notation, there is a
function S(�)=S(I;m;x; �) for �2On; (the `snapshot function') so that

(i) S(�)= h�(�);�(�); hI(�); R(�); hCi
�(�)j i <!iii ; (ii) hS(�)j � <�i 2�1

J�[I;x] ;
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(iii) S(�)2�2
J�[I;x].

2.2 The functional 2E

This is the simple functional of existential quanti�cation. Recall that we are representing elements
of Baire space, so x2 !!; in !2 on the tape as the in�nite sequence of 1's interspersed with a string
of 0's of length x(n)+ 1.

De�nition 2.11. (The functional 2E) (i) We de�ne E = 2E: !!¡! !! by:

E(x)=
�
1 if x2 !! ^9nx(n)=/ 0
0 if x2 !! ^8nx(n)= 0

(ii) For R�! we set E(R)=dfE(KR).

Recursions in 2E are already quite powerful: Kleene showed that for Kleene recursion oJ and
2E are mutually Kleene recursive in each other. The functional E was important for much of the
development of this recursion, and a type-2 functional I for Kleene was normal if 2E was Kleene-
recursive in I. Many of the theorems of theory were only valid for normal functionals. For Kleene
recursion the functionals oJ and 2E being equivalent, these were the simplest useful functionals.
However here in the ittm setting normality is trivial, but again,with iJ and 2E being the simplest useful
functionals. We shall see that for ittm-recursion 2E and iJ are likewise mutually recursive. (Note that
2E� iJ is trivial. Check!)

For performing a computation together with all its subcomputations as a tree, and seeing how the
length of computation relates to extendibility in theL hierarchy, even if the function I is quite simple,
and constructibly de�nable, this may have to be done in suitably large admissible sets. However note
that any computation fegE(m;x) is absolute to L[x].

We have relativized in De�nition 1.3 to reals x in the obvious way, the concept of x-(�2)-
extendible pairs (�; �). Note that for such a pair, since E is�1-de�nable over L�, so (�; �) is also
an x-E-(�2)-extendible pair in an obvious sense. We use this without further mention.

Lemma 2.12. If (�; �) is an x-extendible pair, then
(i) �(e; (m;x); �)= �(e; (m;x); �) and so �(e; (m;x); �)=�(e; (m;x); �);
(ii) If �(e; (m;x); �)= � then in the notation aboveCi

�(�)=Ci
�(�) for i <!;

(iii) If in (ii) �= �0, then fegE(m;x) has entered �nal looping behaviour by stage �.

Proof: These all follow from the�2Liminf nature listed in Lemma 2.8 of the properties of Def. 2.7.
QED

Conversely:

Lemma 2.13. The computation fegE(m;x) is absolute toL[x]. If fegE(m;x) is convergent, then
there is (�; �) an x-extendible pair with �(e; (m;x); �)=�(e; (m;x); �)= 0.

De�nition 2.14. A type-2 functional I is called suitable if the ran(I �!) is not a singleton, where we
represent k 2! as the in�nite sequence of k+1 1's followed thereafter by 0's.

Here, <!! should be interpreted as those in�nite strings from Cantor space that are zero from
some point onwards. Thus by abuse of notation N ��� <!!. Then iJ is suitable. It is easy to see
that for any K there is a suitable K0�K.
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Lemma 2.15. If J is suitable, there is e� so that fe�gJ(e; m; y) = 1 if fegJ(m; y)#, and = 0 if
fegJ(m; y)" (to emphasise, this " does not mean that fegJ(m; y) fails but rather has divergent OT);
and is unde�ned if fegJ(m; y) fails.

Proof: We assume without loss of generality that J(0) = 0 and J(1) = 1. (It will be apparent what
to do if we need to appeal to other values under suitability of J:) We de�ne the following procedure
P which will be realised as a programme Pe�

J. The process P does the following: (A) it looks for a
snapshot of the top level of the computation of Pe

J(m; y) that is a repeating snapshot . (B) When it
�nds one, it will have checked that it initiates a proper �nal loop in the computation of Pe

J(m; y).
(C) A snapshot that passes the check at (B) can also at the same time be inspected to see if the OT
that it encodes has a convergent value or not. In more detail:

1) P �rst runs a copy of the program Pe
J(m; y) on a scratch tape, running the programme

instructions coded in e.

For each top level time � of the simulated run of this Pe
J(m; y), snapshots s� of this top level

tape etc. at times � are written by P to a reserved piece of tape R (each snapshot overwriting the
contents of R as this is repeatedly done).

2') ThenP makes the query ?QJ(t0; (e;m; y; s�))?where the action of T0=dfPt0
J(e;m; y; s�)

does the following:

(i) T0 �rst sets the �rst and second cells of OT(T0) (the output tape of T0) to 0;

(ii) T0 itself runs the code of fegJ(m; y) on a scratch tape, as in 1) but instead starting from the
stage� onwards, using for this as input the snapshot data s� fromR, all the while inspecting the later
snapshots s� for � �� that it generates.

(iii) If the snapshot s� recurs, with the proviso that no cell of s� which has a 1, switches 1¡!
0¡! 1, T0 sets the �rst cell of OT(T0) to 1.

(iv) If the OT of this simulation of fegJ(m; y) changes then on the �rst such occasion the second
cell of OT(T0) is set to 1:

Otherwise it does nothing further to those �rst two cells, but continues the run.

Thus in every case we see that Pt0
J(e; m; y; s�) is convergent, and then consulting J as an

oracle concerning OT(T0), the oracle returns a value back (by our assumptions on J) to P and this
query is �nished. By our assumptions on J, J(1a0)=0 indicates that Pe

J(m; y)# and J(1a1)=1

indicates that Pe
J(m; y)". Then the appropriate 1 respectively 0 can be written to the OT of P . On

the other hand if J(0ai) = 2 occurs then the control passes back to the start of 2') with P making
the query ?QJ(t0; (e; m; y; s�+1))? on the next snapshot s�+1. (Note that at limit stages � of this
process the liminf process naturally records the correct snaphot s� inR.)

Eventually P will reach a snapshot s� that will indeed be the start of a �nal loop and J will be
returning the correct 0/1 value. QED

Exercise 2.5. If J is suitable, show there is e� so that fe�gJ(e;m; y)=1az if fegJ(m; y)#z, and= 0 if fegJ(m; y)".

Exercise 2.6. Show that there is a p.r. function f with

fe1gI(m;x; �n:fe2gI(n;m;x))' k !ff(e1; e2)gI(n;m;x)' k:
Deduce that the class of functionals partial recursive in I is closed under substitutions.

Exercise 2.7. For any I and any F and y, if x is recursive in I (and y), and F is partial recursive in I and x, then F is
partial recursive in I (and y). fegI;x[XXX? To complete]
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Exercise 2.8. Let J be suitable. Show that a query instruction ?QJ(t; n; y))? in a computation Pe
J(m; x), can

be replaced with some �nite set of instructions which initiates a recursive sequence of queries ?QJ(ti; n; y))?
which e�ects the writing to a recursive slice of the scratch tape R, of the sequence of digits z(i) where, if it exists,
ftgJ(n; y)#z . (Thus instead of the query returning just the single integer J(z)we can think of the amended program
as returning z itself to (a recursive slice of) the scratch tape. This `subroutine' is independent of e, but with ti prim.
recursively dependent on t and i only.)

Exercise 2.9. Let J be suitable. Show that the behaviour of computations in J can be modi�ed in the following way.
Show that there is a p.r. function h so that in any computation PeJ(m;x) any query call ?QJ(t; n; y))? that occurs
throughout the computation tree, is replaced in Ph(e)

J (m; x) by one which returns z ' Pt
J(n; y) itself to some

recursive slice of the scratch tape of the calling computation, before returning the integer J(z). [Hint: First show that
there is a p.r. function g so that in a computation PeJ(m;x) any query call ?QJ(t; n; y))? at the top level is replaced
in Pg(e;i)

J (m;x) by one which instead returns the i'th value z(i). Fixing a recursive slice R of the scratch tape, then
show that these can be amalgamated to produce a piece of code that recursively calls for each value z(i) is turn. This
then writes z to R. Call this program Ph�(e). Now, somewhat trivially do one more modi�cation: write z as input to
the identity programme P�

J(z) = id(z) and then make the call ?QJ(�; z)? This returns J(z) after all which can be
written to its suitable piece of tape.

This yields a p.r. function h0which substitutes this code for the top level queries occurring in Pe
J(m;x), yielding

a computationPh0(e)
J (m;x). Lastly use the recursion theorem to show that there is a p.r. function h so thatPh(e)

J (m;

x) is the result of applying h0 throughout the computation tree for PeJ(m; x), to the indices of all sub-computation
calls. Bydesignweshall have thatPeJ(m;x)' Ph(e)

J (m;x), although the latter computationhasdone thisextraneous
work.]

Exercise 2.10. Let J be suitable. Show that there is a p.r. function p so that whenever fegJ(m; y) has a wellfounded
computation tree, then fp(e)gJ(m; y)#s where s is the �nally looping snapshot of fegJ(m; y).

Exercise 2.11.

Exercise 2.12.

Exercise 2.13. Show that there is a p.r. function f so that for suitable J , if fegJ(m; y) is a computation in which a
query ?QJ(e1; m1; x1)? occurs, then ff(e)gJ(m; y) is a computation in which the query is replaced by an in�nite
sequence of queries with the result that if fe1gJ(m1; x1)#z then the sequence has the e�ect of writing z to a segment
of scratch tape of the calling the computation fegJ(m; y). [Hint: Programs are �nite so this cannot literally be an
in�nite list of queries, but instead is a subroutine with a recursive list of indices writing each digit of z in turn.]

Notice in the above, that the only dependence of e�is on the way that J indicates its suitability. If J
takes di�ering values on three other �nite sequences this only alters what we require of the processes
T ; T 0; T 00 to write on their OT's in the speci�cation above.

Theorem 2.16. If I� J�K and K is suitable, then I�K. More generally there is a p.r. function f,
so that fegJ= ff(e)gK.

Proof: We again assume without loss of generality that K(0) = 0 and K(1) = 1. (It will again be
apparent what to do if we need to appeal to other values under suitability of K:) We are given that
there are g1; g22! so that I=fg1gJ and J=fg2gK. We show there is a method for �nding an index
g3 for a recursion I= fg3gK. But more generally, we show how to rewrite, in a p.r. way, a program
computing fe�gJ into one ff(e�)gK computing the same function.

The index e codes a �nite ittm programme that syntactically may be run as a programme Pe
K or

indeed with any other oracle functional K - the grammar of the programme does not impose any
conditions on the oracle - it merely asks for values.

������
������
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This will be done in a uniform manner that is independent of J; K (as long as any other K0

under consideration agrees with K on 0 and 1). A query at local time �, QJ(e1; m1; y1) at level 0,
has two phases: it asks if fe1gJ(m1; y1)#z for some z and secondly, if so, it asks for J(z) which is
then returned at local time �+1 again at level 0. To e�ect the translation of this as a recursion in K
we slightly modify the mechanism of Exercise 2.9. There the value of J(z) was introduced by the
device of the identity function, as the value returned, following on the subcomputation call P�(z).
The original program, Pe, for which this was introduced was modi�ed to Ph(e) (for a p.r. h). (And
all subcomputation calls QJ(e1; m1; y1), by recursion, were modi�ed to Ph(e1) etc. We here just
replace h by h(e1;g3) the index function arising in the same way, but replacing the identity query
?QJ(�; z)? by the code of the program fg3gK(z) using z fromR. Doing this recursively throughout
the computation, yields a new program whose index can be a primitive recursive function of the
former, uniformly in g3; we let this be then h(e1;g3). Then f(e1)=dfh(e1;g3) is the function of the
theorem. QED

The construction here only depended in trivial ways upon the suitability of K.

Lemma 2.17. iJ�E. Hence as E is trivially recursive in iJ, we have E� iJ:

Proof: Adapt the methods above. Exercise. QED

Exercise 2.14. Check the last theorem holds under full generality of suitability of K:

Exercise 2.15. Show that there is a p.r. function f so that if H is a functional with H(m;x)= fegI(m;x), then
fkgH(m;x)'ff(k; e)gI(m;x).

Exercise 2.16. Show that for any functionals I; J, if for any x recursive in I that I(x) = J(x), then any relation R on
k! is semi-recursive (respectively recursive) in I if it is semi-recursive (respectively recursive) in J.

Exercise 2.17. Show that, for suitable K, there are indices p1; p2 so that fp1gK(e; m; x)#s where s is the least
snapshot of feg(m; x) that repeats. And p2 is such that ?QK(p2; (e; m; y; hk; li))? returns 1 if fegK(m; y)#
and fegK(m; y)(k) = l and 0 otherwise. In particular a programme PK can compute the graph of convergent
fegK(m; y):

Although we build into our framework, following Kleene, that a query QK(e;m;x)? �rst does some
computation, namely fegK(m;x), and if this is convergent, submits the result to K, actually we can
shortcircuit the process, and, if K is suitable, simply query QK(e0; (e;m); x)? (for some e0 which is
e�ectively obtainable from e) and this query returns 1/0 if fegK(m;x)#/". So our queries can tell us
during a computation, convergence/divergence facts. Moreover (see the last Exercise) an ! sequence
of queries can tell us the digits of the convergent output of any computation, when it exists.

From this point on we shall assume our functionals are suitable, unless otherwise stated.

Exercise 2.18. Show that there are indices e0; es so that fe0gK(e; m; x)#zx, fesgK(e; m; x)#sx, where zx is the
L[x]-least code forL�x[x] and sx is the L[x]-least code forL�x[x], the least level of the L[x] hierarchy with a proper
�2-elementary substructure L�x[x].

Lemma 2.18. There is a p.r. function f such that for any I, e; k;m;x

ff(e; k)gI(m;x)'fegI(m;x; �n:fkgI(n;m;x))
and hence the functions partial recursive in I are closed under functional substitution.

Proof: The index f(e; k) is for the procedure that does the following: (A) it �rst checks for n=0;

1; 2; ::: in turn that fkgI(n;m; x)#kn, for some kn 2 !; and if so records the value on a scratch
tape. If fkgI(n;m;x)" then again the R.H.S. fails to compute anything (as �n:fkgI(n;m;x) is
not total). Lastly if for some nfkgI(n;m;x)#y 2/ ! then we perform some �xed trivial code with
an illfoundedtree to ensure the non-totality of �n:fkgI(n;m;x).

Otherwise all is well and we have written some real z = (k0; k1; :::) 2 !! on the scratch tape.
(B) We conclude with performing the calculation fegI(m;x; z). QED
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Exercise 2.19. (i) Show that there exists a (ittm-)recursive function H, and a function F partial recursive in H such
that F is not partial recursive. (We should not be surprised at this.)

(ii) On the other hand show that for any H recursive in I, and F partial recursive inH that F is partial recursive in I.

Exercise 2.20. (The functional E1) (i) De�ne E1 by:

E1(x)=

�
1 if 9y8nx( y �n )= 1
0 otherwise:

where for �nite sequences s2<!!, then s� is a standard recursive number code for s, (0 coding the empty sequence)
and for y2!!, y �n is then the code of y �n= hy(0); y(1); ���; y(n¡1)i. Show that E1�K for any suitable type-
2 functional K.

2.3 Ordinal Comparison

ForKleeneRecursion the next move would be to prove an Ordinal ComparisonTheorem and use this
to develop some of the theory of the semi-recursive on I sets. We have potentially two options here
along two di�erent axes, to assign ordinals to computations rather as for Kleene recursion, namely
as to which stage I� a computation fegI(m; x) enters into the monotone inductive de�nition of all
successful computations in I, or else we may look at the overall convergence time H(I; e;m; x) it
takes for fegI(m;x) to converge. They yield somewhat di�ering prewellorderings on computations.
We choose the latter possibility. With the extra power of being able to compute ordinals for lengths
of successful computations, some of the results for Kleene Recursion become then simple in this
context.

We �rst note that there are suitable universal semi-recursive in I sets.

De�nition 2.19. UI(e;m; x) !fegI(m;x)#;
Uy
I(e;m) !U I(e;m; y);

U I(e;m) !U I(e;m; 0�):

We say that UI and Uy
I are parametrized by !: as the index e 2 ! varies we obtain all semi-

recursive in I (or I and y) sets.

De�nition 2.20. For he; hm;xii2UI then we set jhe; hm;xiijI' the least �<H(I; e;m; x) such
that for all � >� theOT of this computation is �xed. We write: jhe; hm;xiijI #�.

This gives a norm on UI and so on any semi-recursive in I setA.

Lemma 2.21. If E� I then the class of sets semi-recursive in I satis�es the Prewellordering Property,
and hence forms a Spector class.

Proof: QED

By virtue of forming a Spector class a number of properties about the semi-decidable sets now
follow, most of which we could prove directly for them in any case. But for now, we just list these
here with some references to [14].

Corollary 2.22. The class of sets semi-recursive in I has the Reduction property, and its dual class
the Separation Property.

De�nition 2.23. Let �I(x) those sets that are both ittm-semi-recursive-in-x and I and co-ittm-semi-
recursive-in-x and I. When I=E we omit it.

Lemma 2.24. (cf. [14], 4D.3) If Q� !!� !! is (ittm)-semi-recursive in E, then de�ning
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P (x) !9y 2� Q(x; y),
we have that P is (ittm)-semi-recursive in E. By relativisation, if Q� !! � !! � !! is (ittm)-semi-
recursive in E, then de�ning

P (x; z) !9y 2�(z) Q(x; z; y),
then P is (ittm)-semi-recursive in E.

Lemma 2.25. (Upper Classi�cation cf. [14], 4D.14) The class of x recursive in E, �, is a semi-
recursive in E class. Similarly the class of x recursive in z and E, �(z), is semi-recursive in (z; E)
class.

Lemma 2.26. (Kreisel Uniformization Theorem cf. [14], 4B.4) SupposeP �!!�! is semi-recursive
in E. Then P can be uniformized by some P ��P, with P � semi-recursive in E:

And its corollary:

Lemma 2.27. (Kreisel �-Selection Theorem cf. [14], 4B.5) Suppose P � !! �! is semi-recursive
in E. AssumeA is in�, and 8x2A9nP (x; n). Then there is a recursive in E function f : !!¡!!
so that 8x2AP (x; f(x)).

Onemight think that there is aLower Classi�cationTheorem to gowith the above, namely that the
set of reals recursive in I is not recursive in I. However Hinman gives an example in Kleene recursion
to show that this is not the case, which we shall repeat here in our ittm setting.

Lemma 2.28. There exists a functional I (such that E� I) and fxjx is recursive in Ig is recursive in I.

Proof: De�ne I by:
I(x) = E(x) if x is recursive in I

= E(x)+2 otherwise.
Since E(x) = 0 ! I(x) = 0 or 2, clearly E� I (which is in any case trivial in our setting). By the
speci�cation of I and Exercise 2.16:

P =dffxjx is recursive in Ig= fxjx is recursive in Eg.
Now since x2P  ! I(x)< 2, P is recursive in I. QED

Exercise 2.21. Show that fx2 !! jx is recursive in Eg is recursive in E:

De�nition 2.29. We let j ¡j0I be the regular norm on !2 induced by restricting the prewellordering
� on U I to sequences of type (e;m; 0) ( 0 is the zero function); thus

j e;mj0I=sup+
n
j g; n

��
0

I
: (g; n; 0�)� (e;m; 0�)

	
.

Let �I= sup+
n
j e;m

��
0

I
:U I(e;m)

	
.

De�nition 2.30. For I a functional,let �0
I be the least ordinal not the order type of a wellordering of

! which is recursive in I.

For I then, �0
I is the analogue of !1

I;ck.

Lemma 2.31. �I=�0
I .

Proof: [To come] QED

In particular the following question is pertinent for the simplest functionals:
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Question: What is �0=df�0
E?

By our constructions to date, we have seen that it must be much larger than � (see Ex.2.18). It
is part of our task to identify this ordinal.

Exercise 2.22. Let x be ittm-recursive in I. Show that �x<�0
I . Conversely for any � <�0

I there is y ittm-recursive
in I with � < �y. Thus �0I is a limit of extendibles.

[The next two have not been checked in general.]

Lemma 2.32. (Boundedness Theorem) If A is co-semi-recursive in I and A�U I then
sup+ fjujI:u2Ag<�I.

Lemma 2.33. (Hierarchy Theorem) Let U�
I =df

�
u:u2U I^

��ujI<� g. For any R� k!,

R is recursive in I i� 9� <�I
¡
R is many-one reducible to U�

I �
i� 9� <�I

¡
R=

�
m: he;mi 2U�I

	�
Lemma 2.34. (Gandy Selection Theorem) There exists a functional SelI partial recursive in I so that
for any e;m; y the following are equivalent:

(i) 9g (fegI(g;m; y)#)
(ii) fegI(SelI(e;m; y);m; y)#.

Proof: Exercise. QED

3 Computation Lengths

As with the basic ittm's the strength of the model is tied up with the length of computations possible
or needed on or by the model; in turn that is mutually tied up with the class of reals so recursive (the
slogan �clockables are writables� is apposite). The same considerations are true of the generalised
ittm recursions here. Even for recursions in Ewesee (Exercise 2.18) there are computations recursive
in E that on input x compute (a code for) L�x[x], or for L�x[x]. Combining this with a programme
like the Theory Machine we shall see that much longer sections of the L-hierarchy can be computed
on integer input, indeed done in the simplest fashion such a programme would loop at the �rst
extendible ordinal that is a limit of such. So we �rst investigate this hierarchy and then see how to
compute through long initial segments.

3.1 Extendability Hierarchy

ForE a class of ordinals, let E� denote the class of its limit points.

De�nition 3.1. We classify �2-extendible ordinals as follows. De�ne by recursion on � the classE�

of �(-�2)-extendible ordinals:

E0 = f0�j 0� is �2-extendibleg;
E�+1 = f�+1�j �+1� 2 (E�)�\E0g;
E� =

\
�<�

(E�)�\E0 forLim(�):
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Here we decorate the variable � with the pre�x indicating its minimum level of extendibility.
We shall let �� indicate that for some �� , (�� ,��) is a �-extendible pair (we often be interested in
�nite � = k). Obviously for any  the least element of Ek greater than  is always an element of
Ek nEk+1, i.e. isk-extendible but not k+1-extendible. We extend the de�nition, relativising to reals
x the notion of �-x-extendibles, E�[x], where an x-extendible pair is a �; � with L�[x]��2L�[x]
etc..

Notice that for any 1� ifL1� is the natural�2-end extension of L1�, then 1� is also in (E0)� (but
not necessarily in E1). This holds by simple �2-re�ection of the statement that there are arbitrarily
large elements of E0 below 1� up to 1�. So in fact there must be �2-extendible pairs of the form
(0� ; 0�) which are nested in the interval (1� ; 1�), that is 1� < 0� < 0� < 1�. This is suggestive
of the kind of linearized computation that allows one depth of subroutine call, thus the top node
of its computation tree has rank only 1. However the computation continues su�ciently far that it
only enters a �nal loop at 1�, all the while making subroutine calls to nodes ��, (all at � = 1) for
� unboundedly in 1� , and thence by re�ection it must be doing so for � unboundedly in 1�. But at
1� it drops back to 1� .

Lemma 3.2. Let Pe
E(k) be such that no query QE(e1; m1; y1) is made so that fe1gE(m1; y1) itself

invokes a query (in other words the rank of T(e; k)=1). Then if 1� is the least element ofE1 Pe
E(k)

enters a �nal loop by stage 1�.

This picture propagates: if queries are made to a greater depth in calculations of Pe
E(n) a greater

rank of �2-extendibles may be needed to represent the ordinal length of time for the overall compu-
tation, with in turn, the rank corresponding to the rank of the computation tree T(e; n).

Lemma 3.3. Suppose Pe
E(k)#z. Let �= �E

¡
hhe; ki; zi. If �� is the least element ofE�, then Pe

E(k)

enters a �nal loop by at latest stage ��. More generally, if Pe
E(k; x)#z, �= �E

¡
hhe; k; xi; zi and ��

is the least element of E�[x], then Pe
E(k; x) enters a �nal loop by stage ��.

Proof: By induction on �. Suppose the Lemma holds for �0< �= �E(hhe; ki; zi as speci�ed.
Claim: �(��)=�(��)=0.

Proof: Suppose not, and �(��) = �(��) = k > 0. As �(��) > 0 there is some `current query'
Q(ei; mi; xi) in process at stage �� . We note that this subcomputation could not have been called
at stage �� itself, but must have been called at an earlier stage �0< �� . (For otherwise, �� would be
�2-de�nable in L��, as the last point at which a subcomputation at this level was invoked - because
if the query Q(ei;mi; xi) was completed, control would have passed up to level k¡ 1. But then by
�1 re�ection that would happen unboundedly in �� , and thence �(��) < k - a contradiction.) By
similar reasoningwehave that this subcomputation is run at this level at all stages �2 [�0; ��) - again
it could not be completed at a stage � < ��, as then control would pass to level k¡ 1, and result in
a contradiction once more.

We next note that if feig(mi; xi)#wi, then �0 := �E(hhei; mi; xii; wii)< � (being a subcom-
putation of Pe

E(k)). However xi 2 L�� (as the query Q(ei; mi; xi) was invoked at stage �0< ��).
Moreover �� is a limit of xi-�

0
�-extendibles. Let (�; �) be such a pair, with �0 < � < � < �� .

By the (more general case of the) inductive hypothesis feig(mi; xi) has (�; �) as a looping pair,
and consequently the query Q(ei; mi; xi) is completed by stage �. But then �(� + 1) = k ¡ 1,
contradicting it being constantly k in [�0; ��). Contradiction! QED Claim

Hence the Claim holds: but this is the Lemma: the snapshots of the master computation Pe
E(k)

at times �� and �� are identical. QED Lemma
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Themethods abovealwaysallowus to calculate the k-extendibles (and even�-extendibles) above
any ordinal, as we shall now turn to.

We �rst collect together some of the above Facts and results, in order to abbreviate our descrip-
tions of algorithms. This will help to have a library of basic algorithms which we shall simply quote
as being `recursive in K' without further justi�cation. (we just use the adjectivd `basic' to classify
them; we are not intending that they form a basis for any class.)

De�nition 3.4. (Basic Computations-BC) Let K be suitable.
(i) Any standard ittm-computation Pe(n; x) is Basic.
(ii) If a code y for an � ordinal is given, then the computations that compute: for any x (a code

for) L�[x] and the satisfaction relation for L�[x] are both Basic (in x; y). (These computations show
those objects are K-recursive, if � is).

The following are all K-recursive, and Basic:
(iii) The function x�x~; and thus x�T�x

2 (cf. Ex. 2.18)
(iv) The function that computes x� �(x), the least x-�2-extendible;
(v) The function that computes x��(x), the larger of the next extendible pair in x;
(vi) The function that computes x��(x)+ (the next admissible beyond �(x)).

Stronger ordinals than simply �(x)+ can be K-recursive:

Lemma 3.5. There is a (Turing) recursive sequence of indices heiji<!i so that for any �<!1 with
a code x2 2N, Pei

K(x), with rk(TK(ei; x))= i; computes a code for the next i-x-xtendible i� >�.

Proof: For i= 0 this has been done using Basic Computations. Suppose ei has been de�ned, and
we describe the programme Pei+1

K . Assume without loss of generality that �=0, x= const0. Then
Pei
K(0) computes a code for the least i-extendible, �0 := i� say. By a basic computation let a slice of

the scratch tape R be designated to hold T�0
2 ; R := T�0

2 . A code for �0, W�0 say, is recursive in T�0
2 .

Now computePei
K(W�0). This yields the next i-extendible �1:= i�1. Now, using BasicComputations,

write successively toR the theories T�0
2 ; T�0+1

2 ; :::; T�0+�
2 ; ::: for � < �1. We note that at limit stages

� � �1, R will contain �liminf� theories T̂� = Liminf�!�T�
2 (by the usual automatic ittm liminf

process) but that T�
2 is uniformly r.e. in T̂� as we saw above. And again a code W� for � is then

arithmetic in T�
2 - uniformly in �. The point of this exercise of writing theories to R is to ensure

continuability of the computation, and that we do not start to loop too early. (Another way to put this
is to say that it ensures su�cient `universality'.) The writing out of all levels of the theories to R is a
precautionary step: in general we do not have T̂i+1�= liminf i�!i+1� T̂i�. However T̂i+1�

¡
=Ti+1�

2
�

is what we shall need to calculate i+1� .
Set R := T�1

2 2 L�1+1; now compute Pei
K(W�1) and repeat this process. As there is no means

for the process we are describing to halt, there is a least looping pair of ordinals for it, (� ;�) say.
Let (i+1� ; i+1�) be the least i+ 1-extendible pair. We claim that this is the pair (� ;�). Suppose

� < i+1� . By the repetition of the contents of R in the loop points, we have T̂� = T̂� in the above
algorithm, hence T�

2=T�
2, and thus:

Claim:L���2L�.

Proof: of Claim: (Sketch) Notice that � is least with T�
2 = T�

2 (otherwise there'd be an earlier
beginning of our loop). Then the �2-skolem hull of? in L� is L�. QED
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But then � is an extendible limit of i-extendibles, as � is a limit point of this looping process.
This contradicts the minimality of i+1� . Hence � equals the latter, and �= i+1� follows.

Hence we may compute T̂i+1� = Ti+1�
2 , as the eventually �xed output by means of the above

looping procedure (and determining this convergent output requires the extra +1 depth to i + 1

to the overall calculation). It is thus recursive in K (and x). We let Pei+1
K be the programme of the

procedure just described followed by the basic computation that �nds a code Wi+1� for i+1� by a
method uniformly arithmetic in the now K-recursive Ti+1�

2 .

Finally note that the continuing description of the programme Pei+2
K from Pei+1

K merely repeats
the above but altering only a few su�ces. We may thus determine a recursive function i 7! ei+1. �

Lemma 3.6. Suppose fegE(m;x) is any recursion e�ected by the program P0
E, that, in addition to

what else it does, in a register R on its scratch tape writes, for each step � of the calculation it takes,
the theory T�

2[x]=�2-Th(L�[x];2). SupposeP0
E hasas least pair of looping ordinals �0<�0. Then,

uniformly in e we may �nd e0 so that fe0gE(m;x), computes a code for �0.

Proof: We set x=0. Note that as P0=P0
E computes T̂�0= T̂�0 in its algorithm, and such are part

of its looping cycle, we have that T�0
2 =T�0

2 and soL�0��2L�0. (Again for the latter, the�2-Skolem
hull of? inL�0 must be L�0 for otherwise it would be some ��< �0; but thenP0

E is looping between
��and �0.) We may write a programP =PE so that using appeals to the E functional, we ask !-many
questions as to whether p'q2 T̂�0 for a simulated computation of P0, and hence can write out T̂�0 on
a scratch tape. For limit stages ���0, uniformly r.e. in T̂� is T�

2. After P has done this, it reruns a
simulation of P0, waits until the latter has written T̂�0 (which P can now recognize). After this has
happened it waits until the least later limit stage, which we shall call �n, with T�n

2 \ n = T�0
2 \ n.

(One can argue that such �n must occur unboundedly in �0, as eventually we have T�0
2 = T�0

2 is in
P0's register.) When this occurs, then in a uniform arithmetical fashion in T�n

2 we can compute the
code W�n - the L-least code for �n. This can be done for increasing n, resulting in a sequence of
codes hW�nin that P may write out. The point is that supn�n=�0 (as �0 is the least � > �0 with
T�
2=T�0

2 ). Then from this sequence of codes, P proceeds to assemble one for �0. �

Similar arguments to the latter allied with Lemma 3.5 show:

Lemma 3.7. There is a recursive sequence of indices hei0j i<!i so that Pei0
K(m;x) writes a code for

Li�(x)[x], the least �2-extension of Li�[x] where (i� ; i�) is the least i-x-extendible pair in Ei(x):

The last lemma shows only that we can recursively �nd, for example, the least �2-extendible in
a real x, namely �x. However more is possible: given (e;m; x) we may, recursively in K, compute
a code for �0 where (�0; �0) is the least looping pair of ordinals for the computation fegK(m; x)
(assuming of course the latter has a wellfounded tree TK(e;m;x)). In fact this gives us the basis of a
version of a universal Kleene T-predicate. Recall that in ordinaryTuring recursion, there is a recursive
(in fact p.r.) predicate T so that feg(m)#k !9u2SeqT (e;m; u)^ last(u)= k. The sequence
u codes the whole (�nite) course of computation on integers. For us a course of computation is a
trans�nite wellfounded sequence of snapshots which when convergent delivers a real. Thus our T-
Predicate Theorem will read as follows:

Theorem 3.8. There is a �1
1-predicate T so that

fegK(m;x)#y !9u2WFT(K; e;m; u)^ last(u)= y.

[XXX The above too soon??XXX]
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Again uwill code a wellfounded sequence of snapshots of the whole computation tree TK(e;m;
x) associated to fegK(m; x), viewed as a sequential process. For this to work we, as a minimum,
need to be able to compute (recursively in terms of K;m; x) the ordinal H(K; e;m; x) which is the
overall length of this computation. To put it in terms often used for ordinary ittm's, the `clockable'
ordinalH(K; e;m;x) needs to be `writable', which is what the next Lemma asserts. We stick withE.

Exercise 3.1. There is a p.r. function g0 so that if fegE(m; x)makes a query ?QE(e1;m1; x1)? whilst if fe1gE(m1;

x1)#w1 then fg0(e)gE(m; x) runs as fegE(m; x) but there is a reserved in�nite slice R of scratch tape of the
computation fg0(e)gE(m; x) so that not just E(w1) is returned following the query but all of w1 is returned by being
written to R. [Hint: Just enlarge fe0g by adding to each ?QE(e1; m1; x1)? an in�nite sequence of queries of the
form ?QE(f ; n; e1;m1; x1)? where ff gE(n; e1;m1; x1)#1/0 !w(n)= 1/0.]

Exercise 3.2. Show that there is a p.r. g1, so that considering g0 from the previous Exercise, if whenever a
query ?QE(e1; m1; x1)? in fegE(m; x) results in feigE(mi; xi)#wi with wi being returned to R, then wi is
tested to see if it is in WO. If so then, if wi = �i, then we record the increasing sum ��i with fg1(e)gE(m;
x)#W with kW k=��i, the eventual sum over all such ordinals.

Lemma 3.9. There is a p.r. function k so that if fegE(m; x) has a wellfounded computation tree
TE(e;m; x) then fk(e)gE(m;x) computes a code for H(E; e;m; x).

Remark: Note that we do not need fegE(m; x)# to assert this. H(E; e; m; x) is de�ned even if
fegE(m;x)", i.e., as long as TE(e;m; x) is wellfounded.

Proof: [Under construction.]
The function k will be de�ned by making use of the recursion theorem. Let us suppose the

computation whose length functionH=H(E; e0;m0; x0) to be calculated is fe0gE(m0; x0) at level
�=0. Our aim will be to calculateH(E; e0;m0; x0) in terms of the lengthsH(E; ei;mi; xi) of the
query calls ?Q(ei; mi; xi)? that occur during fe0gE(m0; x0), and that take place on those nodes
�i on level �= 1. We use the recursion theorem to de�ne a suitable function H and then show by
induction on ranks of computation that all such H(E; ei;mi; xi) have been correctly computed.

Let F (g; e0;m0; x0) be the generalised ittm recusive function de�ned as follows. We regard this
as dependent uniformly on the index g, and so we think of F as ff(g)g(e0;m0; x0)

(1) F �rst runs a simulation, or copy, of fe0gE(m0; x0) on some set-aside work tape. From this
it harvests its �nal looping snapshot s to some `register' A of work tape. (This is done in the manner
of Exercise 2.10) With this done:

(2) It runs again a copy of fe0gE(m0; x0); for each top level step here of this copy we set its � 'th
snapshot to be s(� ); thus the repeating snapshot s in (1) is s(�) for some � which will be repeated as
s(�) for some later �. We shall just consider the case that Lim(�), and Lim(�) - as the other cases
the reader can adapt from what follows. This time, additionally for each top level �=0 step in this
calculation it takes, it extends the code for a copy of some stage of the L[x0]-hierarchy it has on a
reserved workspace, L�(�)[x0] say, together with its �2-theory T�(�)

2 , to that of L�(�+1)[x0] and
T�(�+1)
2 , where at this successor step �(� +1)=�(� )+ 1. (We may drop the x0 now for brevity.)

We suppose this code and theory are continually written in a register B.
(3) If in the course of running this copy it encounters at stage some � (that is with s(�) as the

current snapshot) a query ?Q(ei;mi; xi)? (which we'll abbreviate as Qi):
(i) it adds one more level to the code and theory in B - as at (2);
(ii) instead of acting directly on the query Qi the simulation instead performsQ� an in�nite chain

of queries ?Q(g�(g); ei;mi; xi; n)? for n<! which has the e�ect of
a) writing E(yi) to the appropriate part of (the simulated) fe0gE(m0; x0)'s work tape, if

feigE(mi; xi)#yi, and this determines the snapshot s(� +1) of the simulation;
b) then this is followed by the writing of the n'th digits of zi to a predetermined register, C say,

of F 's worktape where fggE(ei; mi; xi)#zi if this computation is convergent. (This is then done
in the manner of Exercise 2.9 which showed us how to adjust a single query into an !-sequence of
queries, to return the whole of the real on the output of a stabilized output tape.)
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(4) If Q� is completed, zi, now on C , is tested for being a code of an ordinal or not; if so, and its
length is � say, thenF adds � levels to the codes of the L[x0] hierarchy in the register B, thus setting
�(� +1)=�(�)+ �, and runs also through the next � levels of their theories. These then look like
someL�(�)+�[x0] and T̂�(�)+�

2 [x0]. F then returns to (2) and continues the simulation there, noting
that at (3)(ii)a) the value E(yi) was written to the appropriate place.

(5) If at some stage � say of the simulation, the computation tape of fe0gE(m0; x0) has the same
snapshot s=s(�) as the repeating snapshot stored in A, this fact is taken note of, and the current

theory in B, T̂�(�)
2 [x0] say, is written and kept in a register B0. (Note this may be a liminf theory,

if � is a limit - as may usually be the case.) The computation F continues as before running through
(2) ¡! (4) ¡!(2) until the snapshot s reappears for a second time, say that s= s(�) also. (Or just
stays with (2) if no further queries are reached.) At this point F looks inB and sees some T̂�(�)

2 [x0]

say, and runs a check on it: if this is di�erent from the theory T̂�(�)
2 [x0] inB0, then a codew�(�) for

the ordinal �(�), which is r.e. in T̂�(�)
2 [x0], is written as its �nal output of F to its OT. If not, and

these two theories are the same, then we have that that part of the F mechanism that is writing to
register B is resulting in a looping action on these theories.

In order to get a code for �(�), and not for the �(�) that is r.e. in this theory
T (�(�))=df T̂�(�)

2 [x0], (whichby the case hypothesis asserts that T (�(�))=T (�(�))=df T̂�(�)
2 [x0])

we do the trick of the proof of Lemma 3.6 to calculate from �(�) and T (�(�)) the ordinal �(�)
as the supremum of the ordinals h�nin where an increasing (in �nite size) number of cells are �xed
and/or have changed value. We use L�(�)[x0] ��2 L�(�)[x0] in order to do this. (Check: they
have the same�2-theories and then L�(�)[x0] is the range of the �2-skolem function for L�(�)[x0].)
This delivers for us a code w�(�) for �(�), which is then output by F .

This completes the description of F . By the Recursion Theorem there is g0 so that F (g0; e0;
m0; x0) ' fg0g(e0; m0; x0). The intention is then that our sought after H(E; e0; m0; x0) is
fg0g(e0; m0; x0). We prove this in general by induction on the ranks �E(hhe; m; xi; zi) of
convergent computations.

Note that if any of the sub-computations fg0gE(ei; mi; xi) fails to converge (and so a fortiori
{g�(g0)g(ei;mi; xi; n) fails to converge - for any n), then F (g0; e0;m0; x0) fails to converge.

So suppose that H(E; ei; mi; xi) = fg0g(ei; mi; xi) has been proven for all hhei; mi; xii;
zii with �E(hhei; mi; xii; zii) < �E(hhe0; m0; x0i; z0i). This means that the digits of the ordinal
coded as zi that are handed up to the worktape of F (g0; e0; m0; x0) as the answers to the query
?Q(g�(g0); ei; mi; xi; n)? are precisely those of a code for � =H(E; ei; mi; xi) (by the induction
hypothesis). This is the ordinal � added to the lengthsof the codes and theories of the L[x0] hierarchy
that are being built in B. Thus what is being added is precisely that ordinal needed to continue
to construe the running of fe0gE(m0; x0) in a linear fashion up to this point, that is achieved by
adding on the ordinals for feigE(mi; xi): What then could possibly go wrong? It is that the liminf
theory T̂�(�)

2 [x0] arrived at in the notation of (5) in the description of F (g0; e0; m0; x0) has itself
occurred earlier, in our computational mechanism F , and that for some �(�) < �(�) we have
T̂�(�)
2 [x0]= T̂�(�)

2 [x0]. The ordinal output of F encoded onB would then be the beginning of a loop
in the calculation of theories and instead a code for the earlier ordinal �(�) is output byF . However

we have catered for exactly this eventuality by having F run a check on T̂�(�)
2 [x0], and if necessary

calculating �(�), and not �(�); as its output.

Claim:H(E; e0;m0; x0)= fg0g(e0;m0; x0).
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Proof: The recursion above keeps changing theories, and adding on ordinals, according to the def-
inition of H(E; e0; m0; x0) : it is the linear sum total of the previous processes, as expressed in
De�nition 2.6. This is clear as long as the addition of theories keeps extending the hierarchy through
the liminfs, and not dropping back. We then just check that this dropping back can only �rst occur
at the right place.

Subclaim: Suppose T (�(�0)) = T (�(�)) for some �0< � for some lexicographically least pair
(�; �0). Then �0 = � and � = �, where (�; �) is the pair of ordinals for the least �nally looping
snapshots s(�)= s(�) in the run of fe0gE(m0; x0).
Proof: Let the supposition hold as stated and suppose that we have �0; � as the least pair for which
this happens. As the two theories are the same we have that L�(�0)[x0]��2L�(�)[x0]. (Check: they
have the same �2-theories and L�(�0)[x0] is the range of the �2-skolem function for L�(�)[x0].)

The point is that now the snapshot sequences hs()j  < �i are �1-de�nable over L�(�0)[x0]
(respectively L�(�)[x0]) for any  < �(�0) (<�(�) respectively), because the ordinals �(�0) and
�(�) are long enough to run the linearized computations inside those models. (One might have
expected to see �<�0 (<� respectively))�writtenhere, being the order typeof the stages (2)¡!(4)
cycled through above but note that �0 = �(�0) because otherwise we could de�ne �() as a �1-
de�nable function co�nal in �(�0) for  <�0. This would contradict the admissibility of L�(�0)[x0].
Hence �=�(�) also by�2-re�ection.)

Moreover then s(�(�0)) is �2(L�(�0)[x0]) and this equals s(�(�)) by �2-re�ection. But then
these two are repeating snapshots. By the usual arguments they can only be s(�) and s(�).

QED Subclaim

We thus can only have a drop-back of theories in the computation of fg0g at stage �. But then
fg0g is arranged to output a code w�(�) for �(�) in this case. QED Claim and Lemma

Theorem 3:8 can be established by considering a universal program which thus contains all Pe
E

and Pk(e)
E . If any Pe

E(m; y)# then Pk(e)
E (m; y)#w�0 as above; fromw�0 we may compute a code for

L�0[y], runPe
E(m; y) inside thismodel and see that de�nably over it we have course-of-computation

code u as in the statement of the theorem.

NB: We have yet to show the next two even for I=E.

Lemma 3.10. A�! is I-semirecursive()A2�1
¡
L�0I [I]

�
.

Lemma 3.11. A� !! is I-semirecursive() there is some �1 ' so that
x2A ! L

�0
I;x[I; x]� '[x; I].

Exercise 3.3. Show that there is a p.r. function l so that if fegE(m; x)# and thus has a wellfounded computation tree
TE(e; m; x) then fl(e)gE(m; x) computes a code for its tree rank.

3.2 Nested Extendible Pairs

Bound up with the notion of levels of a computation tree is that of the depth of nesting of ordinals
which we proceed to analyse. This will be crucial in our investigation of the ordinal �0

E.

De�nition 3.12. Form�1 anm-depth �2-nesting, or justm-nesting, of an ordinal � is a sequence
(�n; �n)n<m=(�0; :::; �m¡1; �m¡1; :::�0) so that
(i) if m=1 then �0<�<�0;
(ii) if 0<n+1<m then �n� �n+1<�<�n+1<�n ;
(iii) if k <m then L�k��2L�k.
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3.2.1 The �2-extendibility tree

(This subsection is not needed for what follows.) There are a number of things to discover about
nestings. One can de�ne a tree of such pairs, as follows.

De�nition 3.13. (The �2-extendibility tree) We let (T ; �) be the natural tree on such pairs under
inclusion: as follows: if (� 0; �0), (��; ��) are any two countable �2-extendible pairs, then set (��;

��)� (� 0;�0) i� � 0� ��<�� <�0.

� If we had allowed the inequality�� ��0 rather than a strict inequalitiy in the last de�nition we
could have de�ned a larger strict partial order �0, and a larger tree (T 0;�0); however this would not
have been wellfounded: if L���2-Sep then it is easy to see that (T 0 ��+1;�0) is illfounded.

Lemma 3.14. Let � be least such that L� � �2-Sep. ; let � be maximal so that (T 0 � �; �0) is
wellfounded (where Field(T 0 ��)=dff(� ;�) an extendible pair j�<�g). Then �=�.

Proof: (�): Suppose � > �. Then (T 0 � �; �0) is illfounded. So there is an in�nite sequence of
extendible pairs (�n;�n) with (�n+1;�n+1)� (�n;�n). By wellfoundedness of the ordinals there
is somem0 so that for all n>m0 all�n are equal to a �xed �, whilst �n< �n+1. Let ��= supn �n.
Thenwehave forn>m0L�n��2L�n+1��2L��. Then �� is not�2-projectible, and henceL����2-
Sep. But ��<�. Contradiction.

(�):L� ��2-Sep. Then S�
2 is unbounded in �. Let �i< �i+1 be a co�nal sequence, for i < !.

Then h(�i; �)j i <!i is a �0-descending sequence in T 0 � �+1. So �� �. �

3.2.2 In�nite depth nestings

We shall want to consider non-standard admissible models (M;E) of KP together with some other
properties. We let WFP(M) be the wellfounded part of the model. By the so-called `Truncation
Lemma' it is well known (v. [1]) that this well founded part must also be an admissible set. Usually
for us the model will also be a countable one of �V = L� (or L[x]). Let M be such and let
�=On\WFP(M). By the above� is thus an `admissible ordinal', i.e. L� will also be a KP model.
An `!-depth' nesting cannot exist by the wellfoundedness of the ordinals. However an ill founded
model M when viewed from the outside may have in�nite descending chains of `M -ordinals' in its
illfounded part. These considerations motivate the following de�nition.

De�nition 3.15. An in�nite depth �2-nesting of � based on M is a sequence (�n; sn)n<! with :
(i) �n� �n+1<�� sn+1� sn ; (ii) sn2OnM; (iii) (L�n��2Lsn)M.

Thus the sn form an in�nite descending E-chain (where, as above, E is the membership relation
of the illfounded model) through the illfounded part of the model M .

In order for there to exist a non-standard model with an in�nite depth nesting (of the ordinal
of its wellfounded part) then the wellfounded part will already be a relatively long countable initial
segment of L (it is easy to see that if � = supn �n then already L� ��1-Separation, hence there can
be no in�nite depth nesting of!1

ck for example). The next two exercises gives examplesof such nested
ordinals.

Exercise 3.4. Let � be least so that !! \ L� is a model of �31-CA0, or more generally � countable with L� � �2-
Separation, and let (M;E) be any admissible non-wellfounded end extension of L� withL� as its wellfounded part.
(Such (M;E) exist by the Barwise Compactness Theorem.) Then there is an in�nite depth nesting of � based onM .
[Hint: If �02S�2=df f� < �jL� ��2L�g, then �0 has arbitrarily large �2-end extensions L� for � < � - namely any
L� with � 2 S�2. So by overspill considerations, L�0 must have an ill-founded �2-end extension (Lt0)

M. Repeat for
�1> �0 etc.]
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Exercise 3.5. Let 0 be least such that there is 1>0withL0��2
L1�KP. (i) Show that there is an in�nite depth

nesting of 1 based on some (or any) illfounded end extension M of L1. (ii) Show that 1� �1 where the latter is
the least ordinal of the type de�ned in Ex.3.1. [Hint: For (i) Note that T0

2 = T1
2 , and moreover that every x 2 L0

is �2-de�nable in L0 (by the leastness of 0). Further that the �2-sentences of L2_ are partioned into S [U ,where
the sentences in S are stable, that is have the same truth value in all L�, � 2 [0; 1], and those in U are unstable
and alternate unboundedly in both 0 and 1. Use KP to argue that there are unboundedly many  2 (0; 1) with
T
2=T0

2 . By leastness of 0 we have that L0��2
L. Now apply the method of the last Exercise.]

De�nition 3.16. Let �0 be the least ordinal � so that L� has an admissible end-extension (M; E)
based on which there exists an in�nite depth �2-nesting of �.

Exercise 3.6. Show that for any in�nite depth nesting of an ordinal � basedon the model (M;E), that theE-in�mum
of the upper interval ends sn in Def 3.15 must be � itself.

Exercise 3.7. Show that if there is an in�nite depth nesting of some ordinal �1 where the lower ordinals �n of the
surrounding nesting sequence are kept constant, then �1> �0.[Hint: See �Lemma 16� of hcitejAWi.]

Exercise 3.8. Give examples of ordinals ;� where there is an in�nite nesting of  where the lower ordinals �n are kept
constant, but no nesting of  with the ordinals �n strictly increasing; but for � both kinds of nesting of � are possible.

Exercise 3.9. Show that if  has an in�nite nesting based on (M; E) with the ordinals �n strictly increasing with
supremum � <  then  has an in�nite nesting based on some (M 0; E 0), with all lower ordinals �n = �. Can
(M 0; E 0) = (M;E)? [Hint: Show that J���2

J �KP and then we can use Ex.3.5. Suppose J � '(p) for some
p2J�. By underspill there are  0< , � 0<� with J� 0��2 J 0� '(p): But � 02S�1. So J�� '(p).]

Question: Suppose � has an in�nite nesting based in a model M, having intervals with a con-
stant lower ordinal �, does it have another nesting based in some M 0 with increasing �n which have
supremum that �? (Converse to Ex. 3.9) (It is easy to see that we cannot have this withM =M 0.)

(By Ex. 3.5 the answer is �No�.)

3.3 The course of computations

We want to investigate the course of possible ittm computations. We shall consider just the functional
E, and most of the time just consider computations of the form fegE(m) for simplicity's sake as the
methods parameterize to reals uniformly. We've seen that a computation fegE(m) can, by making
use of suitable queries, `import' into its scratch tape the OT of any ff gE(k; y) (when convergent)
for any f ; m; y for which it can formulate the question. It can also calculate a code for the order
type of the upper end, �, of the looping �2-extendible pair (�; �) which witness the �nal looping
status of ff gE(k; y). The latter indicates that the lengths of convergent E-computations are likely
to be all E-recursive ordinals. This indeed will turn out to be the case. However that does not yield
a characterisation of such ordinals or even a boundon those lengths. Thiswenowwant to investigate.

Recall that the snapshot at time�<H(E; e;m;x) is s(�)= hI(�);R(�); hCi
�(�)

(�)j i<!ii.
Here forPe

E(m), the functional E is simplicity itself, hence the snapshot function s � � for limit � > �
is�1

J�, whilst s(� ) itself is�2
J� by use of the liminf rule. Consequently if (�; �) is an extendible pair,

then we shall have that s(�)= s(�), and in particular the computation Pe
E(m) is being carried on at

the same node �(�) = �(�) at these two times. If this node is �(0), the topmost node, then this is
a pair of �nal looping snapshots. If this node is some other �(�) at some level �= k > 0, then this
is a pair of �nal looping snapshots in some subcomputation Pe�

E(m�; y�) - immediately after which
at time �+1 some value, and control, is passed up to the node immediately above �(�) in the tree.
Similar considerations are at play in the following.

Lemma 3.17. Suppose (�; �) is an extendible pair, and Pe
E(m) a computation. Then for all �2 (�;

�), �(e;m; �)��(e;m; �)=�(e;m; �).
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Proof: The latter equation follows by�2-re�ection and the liminf rule, as above, this will mean the
snapshots at � and � are identical. However if 9�2 (�; �), �(e;m;�)<�(e;m; �), then again by
�1-re�ection, there are unboundedly many � < � with�(e;m; �)=�(e;m; �). Again by Liminf
applied to the levels at stage �, �(e;m; �)��(e;m; �) - a contradiction. QED

Similarly:

Lemma 3.18. (i) Suppose we have a 2-nesting �0< �1<�1<�0. Suppose no �< �0 of the overall
computation of Pe

E(m) is the start of a �nal loop and �(e;m; �0)=k. Then no�< �1 is the starting
point of a �nal loop, and moreover �(e;m; �1)� k+1.
(ii) More generally if we have a p-nesting �0< ���< �p¡1<�p¡1< ���<�0 and we suppose again
that no � < �0 is the start of a �nal loop in the computation of Pe

E(m), and that �(e; m; �0) = k.
Then �(e;m; �p¡1)� k+ p¡ 1.

Proof: We consider �rst just a p= 2-nesting. By �2-re�ection and the liminf rule, as above, this
will mean the snapshots at �0 and �0 are identical; hence Pe

E(m) is still running at depth k at �0 at
the same node �(�0)= �(�0). Suppose k=0. Thus Pe

E(m) has as its �rst repeating loop [�0;�0].
Suppose for a contradiction that control is at level 0 also at time �1 (and again also at �1). So again
Pe
E(m) has looping snapshots at (�1; �1). However this is a �1-fact about Pe

E(m) that L�0 sees:
�There exists a 2-extendible pair (��;�� ) with Pe

E(m) having identical snaphots at level 0 at (��;��).�
But then there is such a pair ��<�� < �0 and Pe

E(m)'s computation is again looping at �� contrary
to the supposition on �0.

The argument for k � 1 is very similar: if liminf�!�0 �(e; m; �) = �(e; m; �0) = k, then
liminf�!�0�(e;m;�)=k also. Again, if it entered the interval (�1;�1) at this same level k it would
loop there with identical snapshots at �1;�1, and by the same re�ection argument applied repeatedly
would do so not just once but unboundedly below �0 at the same level k. But after each successful
loop at level k, control passes up to level k ¡ 1. However then liminf�!�0 �(e; m; �) � k ¡ 1.
Contradiction! QED

Corollary 3.19. Suppose � is n-nested (for some n� 1). Then Pe
E(m) is not exhibiting �nal looping

behaviour at or before � only if �(e;m; �)�n.

Proof: If n=1; �0<�<�0 with (�0;�0) an extendible pair, and were �(e;m;�)=0, then by�2
re�ection we should have �(e;m; �)= 0 for unboundedly many � < �0. But then �(e;m; �0)= 0
by the Liminf rule, and (�0;�0) is a �nal looping pair in the computation, and Pe

E(m) is exhibiting
�nal looping behaviour at or before �. For n> 1 use induction. (Exercise) QED

Lemma 3.20. (Boundedness Lemma for computations recursive in E) Let �0 be the least in�nitely
nested ordinal in some ill-founded modelM with WFP(M)=L�0. Let��0 be least with L��0��1L�0.
Then any computation Pe

E(m) which is not already convergent by time ��0 has an ill-founded tree
TE(e;m).

Proof: Let �0< ���< �n< ��� �0 ��� � sn� ��� � s0 witness the in�nite nesting at �0 inM . By the
de�nition of ��0 there is no least � 2 [��0; �0) so that L� sees that Pe

E(m) has a repeating looping
snapshot as thiswould be a�1-fact true inL�0; but then by�1-re�ection, it is true inL��0 andPe

E(m)

would then be convergent before ��0. However if Pe
E(m) has not failed before �0, it will do so by

�0: the previous lemma shows that �(e;m; �n)<�(e;m; �n+1) holds inM . But these level facts
are absolute to V , as they are grounded just on the part of the computation tree being built in L�0 as
time goes towards �0; so Pe

E(m)'s computation tree T(e;m) will have an illfounded branch at time
�0. QED
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The above then shows that the initial segmentL��0 of theL-hierarchy contains all the information
concerning looping or convergence of computations of the form Pe

E(m). A computation may then
continue through the wellfounded part of the computation tree for the times � < �0 but if so, it will
be divergent. Relativisations to real inputs x are then straightforward by de�ning �0(x) as the least
such that there is an in�nite nesting based at that ordinal in the L[x] hierarchy etc.

[XXX Is the next exercise correct?? There might be another universal comp. Pe0
E(m) with a

di�erent arrangement of descent? XXX]

Exercise 3.10. Let �0 be the least ordinal that supports an !-nesting. Show that there is a maximal sequence �i <
�i+1 < �0 for i < !, which are the bottom ends of nesting �2-pairs in any !-nesting sequence based on �0. [Hint:
The descending sequence of levels � in PeE(m) occur at certain ordinal times independent of (N;E).]

Having ascertained ��0 as an upper bound for convergent computations of the form fegE(m) ,
we now look to show that this is best possible. We have seen that we can compute codes for ordinals
for increasing levels in the E�-hierarchy, indeed computation of the next element of Ek can be
e�ected by a computation using a tree TE of rank k. We also have the natural �nite depth of nesting
of convergent computations. We need to have computations that approach �0 in length. A convergent
computation that somehow seemingly required in�nite depth nesting would seem to be impossible.
This suggests the following formulation.

We attempt to de�ne a function twith domain! by a�1-recursion, through �nite approximation
functions de�ned on initial segments of !. Thus to some function t, but via approximations t �k+1
where, for i<k, fti+1g is�1 de�nable in ht0; :::; tii. We shall implement the process as de�ning a
candidate for tk as being�1-de�nable over someL� where � is extendible. The process will calculate
larger and larger extendibles � 0 and check that tk, and indeed all the previous ti for i<k still satisfy
the same �1 clauses over L� 0 as for the earlier L�. If so then an attempt to de�ne a non-empty
ftk+1g is made over L� 0. On the other hand if for some least i0, ti0 fails to satisfy the �1 clause of
its de�nition overL� 0, then all the current approximating values tj for i0� j�k are abandoned, and
the process continues with a search for a new approximating value fti0

0 g (if it exists), and advances to
the next extendible level L� 00. We emphasise existence here, since prima facie there is no guarantee
at any point of there being a non-trivial candidate in L� 0 for ti0

0 , and one may simply have to move
to a higher L� 00 to look again.

As just stated then, there is, in general, no guarantee that any instances of a function t being
de�ned in this quasi-recursive fashion will eventually be de�nable at some level L�. Nor should
we expect that approximations will grow in a monotone fashion: �1 properties fail to be upwards
persistent.

Nevertheless we shall be able to �nd a �1-de�nable process which will have the following essen-
tial property: suppose �0< �1<�< �1< �0 is a nesting of � as above and t � 1=t0 2 L�0 results
from applying our �1 de�nition over L�0. Then there is to be guaranteed a candidate t1 2 L�1 to
extend t � 1 to t � 2. In fact we shall have slightly more than that. Let '(v0; v1) be our intended �1-
formula for de�ning approximations on ! to such a t, and the L-least x such that '(x; t � k)L� is to
be set as t(k) to extend the approximation to t �k+1. Let '~(u)L� hold if u is a �nite sequence and
for all k < dom(u) uk is L-least s.t. '(uk; u � k)L�.

�('):Suppose �0< �1< ���< �k<�<�k< ���<�1<�0 is any k+1-nesting (for variable k);
then

a) there exists t � k 2L�k¡1 with '~(t � k)L�k¡1 (for k� 1);
b) there exists tk2L�k to extend t � k to a t � k+1, thus with '~(t � k+1)

L�k ;

c) if the t � k from a) satis�es also '~(t � k)
L
�k¡1
++

, then a tk satisfying b) can be found in L�k¡1.
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Note that by�2-re�ection, we have, concerning part b) that '~(t �k)L�k¡1 !'~(t �k)L�k¡1 in any
case. Clause c) says that if t�k survives satisfying '~ a bit further in to the next two admissiblesL�k¡1++ ,

then we already have a suitable t � k earlier in L�k¡1. Clearly the property implies that b) holds for
any k 0with0�k 0�k. In any case, for any p+1-nesting we can de�ne a candidate function t � p+1
over L�p. All that would be needed to de�ne a complete function t at L� is an !-nesting! We have
yet to justify that there is any ' so that�(') holds. We simply assert at this point that it exists:

Lemma 3.21. There is a �1 ' so that �(') holds.

3.4 Instantiating�

The �rst proof concerning �0 as the least upper bound for wellfoundedness of computation trees
of ittm-recursions in E (on integer input) went via a proof �3

0-Determinacy. The principle � was
validated for a '~ that looked for successive non-losing quasi-strategies for games G(Bn) where a
�3
0 setA=

S
n Bn forBn2�20, which Player II is to win. It was known that an overall strategy for

Player II in G(A) was to be found de�nably over L�0 (cf. [17]). Hence having a generalized ittm
recursion that sought for such quasi-strategies brought one ever closer to this level of the L-hierarchy.

Hachtman in [4] then showed that the reals of any admissible model L� � V = HC on which
could be based an !-nesting, formed a model of�2

1-monotone induction. He also showed (inter alia)
thatL�0 yielded the least �-model of �2

1-MI. That is, he showed that the reals of the least level of L
that satis�ed �2

1-MI, were the reals of L�0. However this also went indirectly via the result on �3
0-

Determinacy �rst holding de�nably over L�0.

It was thus desirable to have an ittm recursive in E procedure which was more natural in the
context of such recursions in order to, e.g., characterise the halting problem H for such recur-
sions/machines, rather than searching for quasi-strategies in a game theoretic fashion.

What we e�ect below is a search for admissible levels of L for �nitely many ordinals, where it
is consistent for those ordinals to be the left hand end of a nested sequence in an !-model which is
an end extension of that level. This sequence (t0; :::; tk) will be of approximations to an eventual !-
sequencewitnessing an in�nite depth nesting in some!-model which aswehave seen yields an upper
bound for the ranks of wellfounded computation trees of ittm-recursions in E (on integer input) - see
the Boundedness lemma above Lemma 3.20.

We use the notion of an in�nitary logic: for � an admissible, we set L�=df L!1;! \ L� and is
thus an `admissible fragment' in the sense of [1], [7]. More speci�cally we let ¡� be the axioms
of L� comprising of: (i) KP; (ii) the L�-in�nitary atomic diagram of L�; (iii) for any y 2 L�:
8x

¡
x2 cy¡!

W
u2y x= cu

�
(we assume there are constants cu inL� for each u2L�). Any model

of ¡� has then (a transitive copy of) (L�;2) contained in its wellfounded part (by (ii)) and is indeed
an end-extension of (L�; 2) by (iii). We set, with WFD(A) denoting the wellfounded part of a
structure A:

�(�; (t0; :::; tk))�
�It is consistent in L�-logic that there exists an end-extension (N;E)� (L�;2)
[WFD(N)�L�^9sk; :::; s02OnN((t0; :::; tk; sk; :::; s0) formsa k+1-nesting with tk<�)].�

Then �(�; (t0; :::; tk)) is a �1
L�-expressible assertion about the sequence (t0; :::; tk) (since a

consistency property, containing the theory ¡� together with the assertion about the existence of a
k + 1 nesting etc., if it exists, is so de�nable over L�, and thus a model (N; E) of the ¡� axioms
with the nesting property satisfying the property � exists in L�+, the next admissible set.)

Lemma 3.22. If (�; �) is an extendible pair, there is t0< � so that
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L� � �9t08�2 (t0; �)(�2ADM¡!�(�; (t0)))�.

Proof: Note �rst that8�2 (�; �)(�2ADM¡!�(�; (�))). This is because the L�-theory of L�
is consistent with there being such an extension in which � is 1-nested, since (N; E) = (L�; 2) is
such. Thus L� � �9t08� 2 (t0; �)(� 2ADM¡!�(�; (t0)))� (namely take t0= �). This is a �2
statement and so by �2 re�ection goes down to L�; there is such a t0< �, which `survives' playing
this role, meaning that it satis�es �(�; (t0)) for all admissibles�<� all the way through to �. The
moral is that as admissibles �¡! � then such a t0 can be found in L�, and eventually it will settle
down on some value t which will be good up till �. QED

Remark 3.23. Note however in the above if (�; �) was the minimal extendible pair (� ; �), that
if �2ADM is least greater than � then a t < � cannot satisfy �(�; (t)): if there were some model
as speci�ed with (N; E)� (L�;2) we should have a 2-nesting in N , with t < � <�< s. By�1-
re�ection in N there would have to be an extendible pair (� 0; �0) in Lt which is impossible. Thus
such a t does not survive (playing its role) beyond �. On the other hand for other extendible pairs
(��; ��), for example those that are themselves contained within another extendible pair (�; �), then
such a t can and does survive well past ��; indeed it may do so till �.

Remark 3.24. From � one can write down a �1 ' so that �(') and so that Lemma 3.21 holds.
Namely, let '~(t �n+1) (or '(tn; t �n)) be 8�> tn(�2ADM¡!�(�; (t0; :::; tn¡1; tn))):

Lemma 3.25. �(') holds.

Proof: We verify�(')a) and b) for k=n. Suppose � approaches from below n� , where (n� ; n�)
is some n-extendible pair with n � 1 (it su�ces to think of n= 1). Fix such a pair (1� ; 1�). By
Lemma 3.22 there is some t0 < 1� which is good up to 1� (just replacing �; � there by the two
ordinals 1� ; 1� here). This veri�es�(')a) [k=1]. Recall that both byde�nition and�2-re�ection 1�
and 1� are limits of 1-extendible pairs (0� ; 0�). Now let (0� ; 0�)� (1� ,1�). We seek a candidate t1
for an approximation (t0; t1). Let � 2ADM\ (0�; 1�). As �(�; t0) holds in L1� there is an end-
extension (N;E) � L� so that in (N;E) the following hold:

(i) Lt0��2Ls0 for some s0; (ii) there is some t1 so that for admissible �2 (0� ; 0�) it is
consistent in L�-logic that there is an end-extension (N 0; E 0) of L�; and with s1

0 <s0
0 in OnN

0
, with

(t0; t1; s1
0 ; s0

0 ) a 2-nesting.
(Again, for part (ii), this is consistent because it is so in (N; E) as witnessed by t1 = 0� ;

s1
0 = 0�^ s00 = s0.) Arguing just as in Lemma 3.22 L0� sees this consistency about some t1 in L�-

logic as stated in (ii), for �< 0�, and by �2-re�ection, there is a (least) t12 (t0; 0�) for which this
holds in L0�. This veri�es �(')b) [k=1].

So for a �xed t0, for each (0� ; 0�)� (1� ,1�) we can associate a t1 for which �8�2ADM�(�;
(t0; t1))� holds in L0�. Note that we may keep t0 �xed, but di�erent intervals (0� ; 0�)� (1�,1�)
may require di�erent t1, because a t1 de�ned for an interval (0� ; 0�) may not `survive' beyond 0�.
As � ¡! n� by repeating the argument, for each nested (1� ; 1�) � ��� � (n� ,n�) there is some
(t0; :::; tn¡1) , so that for each interval (0� ; 0�) contained in (1� ; 1�)we can associate a tn forwhich
�8�2ADM�(�; (t0; t1; :::; tn))� holds in L0�. Thus '~(t �n+1) holds in L0�.

This leaves �(')c). We argue this for k = 1 and for larger k this is no di�erent. Suppose

that t0 < �1 is such that '~((t0))
L
�1
++

. That is, for admissible � � �1
+, there is an !-model

(N;E)� (L�;2) with some s02ONN such that ((t0; s0) is an extendible pair)N. Apply this with
�=�1

+ and for the resulting (N;E)wehave (�1; �1)� (t0; s0). Apply again the previous arguments
inside (N;E): (�) holds inN where:

(�) �There exists t1so that for any�2 (�1;�1) it isL�-consistent that there exists an end-extension
(N 0; E 0) of L� ; and with s1

0 ; s0
0 2OnN

0
so that (t0; t1; s1

0 ; s0
0 ) is a nesting with t1< �� s10�.
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We note that it is indeed consistent with the atomic diagram ofL�, as this is witnessed in (N;E)
by (t0; t1= �1; s1

0 =�1; s0
0 = s0). By the �2-re�ection of L�1 down to L�1 we have that there is such

a t1< �1 as required for �(')c). QED

4 A Least Upper Bound to Computation Lengths

We thus take the �1 formula ' from the last section, with the property �(') above, and with
'~(u)�8k < dom(u)(uk is L-least so that '(uk; u � k)) the associated �2-formula. We shall then
see how to de�ne a recursion in E that fails, that is, has an illfounded computation tree, but it only
becomes illfounded at stage �0. It thus outlasts all the convergent computations fegE(m), which by
the Boundedness Lemma 3.20 all converge before ��0<�0. One might be curious about the interval
(��0; �0). At risk of whimsy (something always to be avoided) - this appears as some kind of event
horizon: any computation fegE(m) that enters this region is destined to fail with an illfounded
computation tree; the computation continues, remaining wellfounded for all �< �0; but eventually
falls into the black hole of �0.

We give a scheme for a process that will be implementable as a recursion in E. In order for
its description to be manageable we shall use some abbreviations. To recapitulate, we have seen
above that recursions in a suitable K which for queries QK(e; m; y) formally return K(z) when
fegK(m; y)#z, can usefully be organised as sequences of such queries which have (a) the e�ect of
returning simply a check as to whether fegK(m; y)#n", or indeed (b) the in�nite sequence of values
z(0); ��� if fegK(m; y)#z.

We thus can ask for the whole result z 2 !! where fegK(m; y)#z during a computation call.
We can also ask for the length � of the looping computation fegK(m; y)#z or its overall length
H(E; e; m; y) (see Lemma 3.9), and get either in the form of a code W� 2WO; we can also ask
for L�[z] etc., or for the next admissible ordinal �+ etc. We shall just describe �general queries� as
those of this form that can be realised by (perhaps in�nite) sequences of o�cial queries. We regard
such general queries as passing in�nite amounts of information to lower levels of the computation
tree as data for that subcomputation; and for the results, again as in�nite sequences or amounts of
information to be passed up to the controlling programat the next level up. The queries weshall freely
formulate in English to describe a process to be transacted at the next level down without involving
us in all of the formal minutiae. We shall do this without further comment in the con�dence that the
enthusiastic reader (if there are any) could if they wished, with e�ort, convert these general queries
into the o�cialese of our formalism.

We nowoutline the algorithm at the various levels of computation in the oracle calls of a (master)
computation which runs at node �0 (the only node at level � = 0). We proceed by describing the
actions of the programmes being called, which the reader, as we have just said, may reformulate as
o�cial queries to the E-functional as oracle.

At the end of the description we justify the claim that this is a bona �de E-recursion of the form
fe0gE(k; t; W ). In the sequel W is intended to be a subset of ! coding a well ordering; if the well
ordering is of length � then it is intended to be theL-least well ordering of this length, andwe indicate
this by writingW�. (In the region of L under discussion (i) L� � �Every set is countable�; (ii) there
is always a �2

L� map (possibly requiring a parameter) of ! onto L� (or a �3
L� such map parameter

free); (iii) uniformly de�nable �n-skolem functions for the J� (or L� if Lim(�)); W� is thus always
an element of L�+1.) During the proof 0M is a variable for a structure (L�;2) with some � <� so
that (� ; �) is an 1-extendible pair.
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The programme fe0gE(h0; t0;W�i) operates as follows, starting with t0=? andW�=W!:

At �0 (so at �=0):
The master computation fe0gE(0) is run at this level, and computes successive 1-extendible

structures of the form 1M of increasing length, looking for a candidate t0 for which '(t0) which it
may write to its OT. (Whilst doing this it writes out the increasing theories T�

2 for successive � to a
registerR0 for book-keeping purposes.) When it �nds a t0 in some structure 0M so that ('(t0))

0M ,
(which actually it does immediately by our�(')a) for k=1) it launches a query to a subroutine one
level down which essentially asks ?Q: Is there a stable candidate for t1 so that '~(ht0; t1i)? Slightly
more formally:

Q1:Does fe0gE(h1;ht0i; �i) �nd a stable candidate for t1 using t0 so that'~(ht0; t1i)and starting
from the ordinal �=On\ 0M?

Thus the information x = h1;ht0i; �i passed down in the query contains the `current attempt'
at t0 and the `current ordinal', that is the height of the `current extendible structure' 0M . A `stable
candidate' is one which eventually settles down to a �xed value in successively longer extendible
structures 0M , and could be written to the local OT.

At �=1:
Pe0(h1;ht0i; �i) computes further successive extendible structures of the form 0M starting from

�, again writing theories T�
2 to a register R1. Various alternatives may happen:

� (1) En route '(t0)may become invalid in some extendible structure (as it is a �1 property, and
thus t0 failed to survive and `stably' satisfy ' in some longer structure). In which case, if this happens
in some least such structure, and a new candidate t0

0 is present, it and the current ordinal � 0 (the
ordinal hight of the current 0M ) is passed back up to �0 at �0. (If there is no t0

0 yet then the `empty
candidate' ? is passed up instead.)
� (2) However if '(t0) continues to hold in successive extendible structures, it may be that no

potential t1 is found. This means the process at this level continues until it loops. The answer to Q1

is then �No�. Setting the new � 0 to be the length of this loop, then �No� and t0, andW� 0 are passed
back up to � = 0, i.e.the node �0. (Strictly speaking, the looping length ordinal � 0 is calculated at
the higher level node, thus here at �0, rather than being `passed up' to the node. But we say this in
interest of brevity: we shall use this circumlocution without further comment below.)
� (3) Lastly if a t1 is found so that '~(ht0; t1i) holds in some extendible structure 0M of height

� 0, then a subcomputation query Q2 is passed down to a new node at level �=2:

Q2: Does fe0gE(h2;ht0; t1i; W� 0i) �nd a stable candidate for t2 starting from ht0; t1i so that
'~(ht0; t1; t2i) and the ordinal � 0?

At �=2:
Pe0(h2;ht0; t1i; W� 0i) computes further successive extendible structures starting from � 0, again

writing theories T�
2 to a register R2. Various alternatives again may happen:

� (1) En route'(ti0)may become invalid in some extendible structure for a least i0<2. In which
case the computation at this level HALTS, and if a new candidate ti0

0 is present, it and the current
ordinal � 0 is passed back up to � = 1, all other tj for j > i0 (if any) being discarded. (If there is
no ti0

0 yet then the `empty candidate' ? is passed up instead.) If i0= 0, then it is arranged that this
information then is passed further up to level �=0. Otherwise control is passed up to �=1 where
it now remains.
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� (2) However if '~(ht0; t1i) continues to hold in successive extendible structures, it may be that
no potential t2 is found. This means the process at this level continues until it loops. The answer to
Q2 is then �No�. Setting the new � 0 to be the length of this loop, then �No� and ht0; t1i, and W� 0

are passed back up to �=1:
� (3) Lastly if a t2 is found so that '~(ht0; t1; t2i) holds in some extendible structure 0M of height

� 0, then on the �rst such occasion a query Q3 is passed down to a new node at level �=3:

Q3: Does fe0gE(h3;ht0; t1; t2i;W� 0i) �nd a stable candidate for t3 starting from ht0; t1; t2i so
that so that '~(ht0; t1; t2; t3i) and the ordinal � 0?

And so forth. We trust the reader can see the successive formulations of Qk etc. and the actions
of Pe0

E so intended.
One property of the construction is immediate:

Lemma 4.1. The above construction has that for limit �, �(e0; �)=k>0 implies that in an interval
(�; �) t � k is stable.

Proof: For otherwise, unboundedly in � control would have been passed up to a level � � k ¡ 1,
and then by the liminf rule �(e0; �)<k. QED

Note 4.2. We also analysed the case that a loop occurred in which no appropriate extension of the
approximationwas found going fromone 0M -structure to the next and the response to the querywas
negative. The alternative was phrased as (cf. the �nal case (3) when �= 1 = k above) as tk being
de�ned in a structure. One might have asked: `Where is the analysis that a loop occurred at level k
in which all of t � k was stable throughout, and thus the answer to Qk would have been �Yes�, (as
always at the end of a loop, followed by control passing up to � = k ¡ 1)?' The following lemma
shows that this behaviour does not occur.

Lemma 4.3. For 0<k<!, if t � k is stably de�ned up to �� (meaning '~(t � k)L� for all su�ciently
large � <�� ), and (��;��) is a loop at �=k resulting from a call from�=k¡1 to answer the query
Qk ? Does fe0gE(hk;t �k;W� 0i) �nd a stable candidate for tk starting from t �k and the ordinal � 0?,
then the response to Qk is �No�.

Proof: The short answer is simply that if the response were �Yes�, with tk a stable candidate, and so
that '~(t �ka(tk))L� held for all su�ciently large � <�� , then for all su�ciently large � <�� control
would be at a level �(�) =m> k, looking for some extension of t � ka(tk), and thus (��; ��) is a
loop at some level m=/ k, contrary to hypothesis. �

Note 4.4. As the program runs there will eventually be subcomputation calls to arbitrary levels, as
it uses approximations for as long as they survive ful�lling their role. But only after ��0 stages shall
we be certain that t0 really does stabilize to its �nal value. Thereafter we shall always have
�(e0; (0;?; W!); �)� 1. But only at �0 shall we �rst have Liminf�!�0�(e0; (0;?; W!); �) =!
and so an illfounded computation.

We make some further observations on the �ow of control during the recursion.

Lemma 4.5. Let k� 1. Let (k� ; k�)< �0 be a k-extendible pair. At times during (k� ; k�) control
will pass to depth at least �= k+ 1, with queries Qk+1 asking that t � k+ 1 be stable and seeking
a candidate for tk+1. If additionally (k� ; k�) is itself nested inside some (k+1� ; k+1�)� (k� ; k�),
then �(e0; �)� k+1 for all su�ciently large �< k�: 9��< k�8�2 (��; k�)�(e0; �)� k+1.

Proof: Formally a proof by induction on k, but really this is just a statement on the template of the
construction. We discuss the case of k=1; the larger values of k (or the variants with t� l stabilizing),
just generalise this reasoning, so we leave this to the reader.
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As �¡! 1� , by�(')b) there is a t02L1� satisfying the �1 condition ('(t0))
L1�.

We suppose that (1� ; 1�)� (0� ; 0�).
As L1� ��1 L0�, ('(t0))

L0� also. But �(')b)[k = 1] implies that there is t1 2 L0� such that

'~(t0at1)L0�. By our description of Pe0
E then a query Q to�=2 is launched asking if t0at1 is stable

and seeking a t2. (And actually by�2-re�ection such a query or queries are being acted out at level
�=2 unboundedly in 1� also.[CHECK XXXX?])

If also (1� ; 1�) is nested inside (2� ; 2�)� (1� ; 1�), then �(e0; �)� 2 for all su�ciently large
�< 1�: 9��< 1�8�2 (��; 1�)�(e0; �)� 2. This is because by�(') we now have a t0< 2� and a

t1<
1� with '~(t0at1)L1� and so '~(t0at1)L1�. But this means the computation stays down at level

greater than or equal to 2 for � 2 [1� ; 1�) as both t0; t1 are stable to L1�, and a t2 is being sought.
QED

Corollary 4.6. If �0< �1< ���< �k<�<�k< ���<�1<�0<�0 is any k+1-nesting then for some
� < �0, �(e0; )� k for  2 (�; �0).

Lemma 4.7. Control passes at a stage from � = 1 to � = 0 only when t0 becomes unstable; in
particular when either (a) calculating at �= 1 sees that t0 is directly di�erent from one 0M1 to the
next 0M2; or (b) information has just been passed up from �=2 to�=1 and thence to �=0, that
t0 has changed, or lastly c) control passes up to �=0 at some time� equal to the length of a loop at
�=1, thus for some 1�=� and then (t0)L�=/ (t0)

L
�++.

More generally: control passes at a stage from �= k+1 to�= k only when (t0; :::; tk) becomes
unstable; in particularwhen either (a) calculating at �=k+1 sees that (t0; :::; tk) is directly di�erent
from one 0M1 to 0M2; (b) information has just been passed up from �= k+ 2 to �= k+ 1 that
(t0; :::; tk) has changed, or lastly c) control passes up to �= k at some time � equal to the length of
a loop, thus at some 1�, and then ((t0; :::; tk))L�=/ ((t0; :::; tk))

L
�++.

Proof: We consider just the �rst paragraph, as the second is just a generalisation of it. Suppose � is
a time when control passes from�=1 to�=0. Suppose the straightforward alternatives (a) and (b)
fail. By the construction then, control only so passes back to �=0 in (2) at �=1, when we have a
loop of a computation, (1� 0; 1�0) say, performed at �=1 in which, by Lemma 4.3, the values of t1
were unde�ned or unstable. Control thenpassed back up at time �= 1�0. But had t0 beenadditionally
stable beyond 1�0 to 1�0++we should have concluded by�(c) that t1 was de�ned and stable in (1� 0;
1�0) - by the survival argument. A contradiction, and thus (t0)L�=/ (t0)

L
�++. QED

Lemma 4.8. (i) Let � 2E1. Then �(e0; �)> 0.
(ii) Our overall computation can never reach a �nal looping pattern.

Proof: (i) This is an instance of Cor.4.6.
(ii) Suppose otherwise and that (�; �) is the �nal looping period of the master program. Then

�(e0; �)=�(e0; �)=0. Then � is a �2-extendible, (as we have bookkept all the theories T�) but it
must be at least a limit of such by the de�nition of the program. Thus � 2E1. This contradicts (i).

QED

4.1 Applications

(I) �3
0-determinacy (and a�30-monotone inductive de�nitions) cf. [18].

(II) �2
1-Monotone Induction. cf. [4].

The theorem here is:
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Theorem 4.9. TFAE:
(i) � is the least ordinal that supports an !-nesting;
(ii) P(!)\L� is the least �-model of �2

1-Monotone Induction;
(iii) Any strategy for a �3

0-game is de�nable (in fact �2-de�nable) over L�;
(iv) Any ittm generalised E-recursive computation on integers, when not convergent, diverges by

stage �.

Note: Hachtman [4] interpolated (i)) (ii) and (ii)) (iii ).
Note: With �0 the least so that L�0�L�, as a corollary to these arguments we have:

Theorem 4.10.
(i) For any �3

0-game, in which Player I wins, there is a winning strategy which is �1-de�nable
over L�0; and hence the complete G�3

0 is �1(L�0);
(ii) The ittm generalised E-computable reals are precisely those of L�0;
(iii) The following are recursively isomorphic:
(a) the completeG�3

0 -set; (b) the �1-theory of L�0; (c) the E-halting set HE=
�
ejPeE(e)#

	
.

Questions and Discussions:
� Is there any substantial di�erence between de�ning prewellorderings on the E-semidecidable

sets through the use of the total length functionH , or through the rank function De�nition 2.2?

� !-nestings of �n-extendibles? (L���nL�)

� Let �nbe the least level ofL on which can be based an !-model supporting an !-depth nesting
of �n-extendibles.

Q Characterise �n? Is it the least level of the L-hierarchy over which strategies for n-Boolean
combinations of �3

0 sets are de�nable?

[Recall:�n+2-KP (but not �n+1-KP) proves Det(n-Boolean(�3
0)) (�1-Boolean(�3

0) =df�3
0.

�n-Boolean(�3
0)� is n-fold Boolean combinations of �3

0).
For n=1 see [17]; for 1<n<! see Montalban-Shore [13].]

Q Is there a generalised higher type�n-ittm recursion theory along the lines here, but for n>2?
cf. [3]. (Conjecture: Yes, just copy what is here.)

Q Spector-Gandy Theorem for generalised ittm recursion theory. (Conjecture: Yes.)

Q Characterise the superjump for generalised ittm recursion theory.

Q Does the class of semi-decidable in K sets have the Scale Property? (It has the PWO-property
by the above.)
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